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Students teaching students
A day in the life of an education minor
by MARI WRIGHT
STAFF WRITER
There are those who come to Bates to get an
education and there are those who come to
Bates to get an education minor.
Students who see teaching in their future
often choose this latter option to allow them to
seek certification after graduation and leave
Bates with lots of hands-on classroom experi¬
ence in education. The students at Bates who
have chosen to minor in education will tell you
a story of hard work, stress and the rewards of
working with children. These students do the
same amount of homework and studying that is

required of all other Bates students, but also
spend time in local classrooms, sometimes
more than 70 hours in one semester, to com¬
plete the work required for an education minor.
The education department at Bates is small,
with only four professors, some of whom have
only been at Bates a few years. While no
major in education is offered, students who are
interested in the subject can choose from two
different minor degrees: Teacher Education
(with a recommendation for Maine teaching
certification for 7-12 grades) and Educational
Studies. This second option, which does not
qualify students to become certified, still
requires 30 hours of classroom time for each

education class taken in a semester. Students
must complete seven courses as well as teach
and help out in a classroom setting, write and
do research for lesson plans, meet with depart¬
mental advisors and grade papers. This time
adds up, requiring education minors to be
focused and organized in order to complete
work required of them as both students and
teachers. Sarah Bryan, a senior minoring in Teacher
Education, has spent most of her final year at
Bates inside a high school classroom teaching
Spanish. This semester alone, she has spent
See STUDENT TEACHING, p.8

CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR AWARDED $271,000 GRANT
National Science Foundation gives the chemistry department the latest in a line of grants
that [the students] can be involved in
research like this with an advisor. Bates, in
general, does this really well; the students
who do it should be proud of it and other
Chemistry professor Paula Schlax recent¬
students should try to do it,” said Schlax.
ly received a $271,000 grant from the
For her research, Schlax will be hiring a
National Science Foundation (NSF) to con¬
research assistant for the last two years of
duct student-assisted research on bacterial
the grant and will work with two Bates stu¬
stress responses over the next three years.
dents per summer and two to
Her research, which will
four thesis students per year for
include student assistance, is set
the next three years.
to discover how bacterial cells
Schlax’s research, which will
can survive when exposed to
begin with studying pairs of
serious stresses through “expo¬
molecules and increase to sets
sure to acid, exposure to tem¬
of three and more over time,
peratures that' are not ideal and
will lead her to more advanced
starvation.”
research. “In the really long
“The idea is to turn on an
term it would be fun to figure
expression of a gene that’s
out why some bacteria control
needed in a given time in a cell
the stress response in different
and a whole series of events
ways from other bacteria at the
have to occur in the cell in the
molecular level,” said Schlax.
right order for that to happen.
Students doing research
I’m trying to understand the
under Schlax will design exper¬
choreography of those events,”
iments that focus on specific
said Schlax.
aspects of the research that
The award is Schlax’s first
would be “most helpful to
major grant, but not the first for
them,” writing papers based on
the department. “When the NSF
the findings, and even helping
and the National Institute of
Schlax present the materials
Health (NIH) see the fact that
when the studies are complete.
[Bates Professors] have had
Bates students “should get
these grants, they recognize that
involved in research, and we
people have been successful
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student
have great projects coming up
with them, and it helps people
for them, it’s one of the best
who haven’t had a grant from Paula Schlax, professor of chemistry, recently won a
parts of Bates,” said Schlax.
them get them with the help of $271,000 grant from the National Science Foundation

by LOU DENNIG
STAFF WRITER

the Bates name,” said Schlax. “When I was
looking at places to work, I was looking for
a place where people had been successful at
getting major grants.”
One important aspect of her research,
according to Schlax, is the hands-on
involvement of her students. “One of the
best parts of coming to a school like this is

Retired professor passes away
The following is a press release from the
Office of Communications and Media Relations.

Professor Emeritus of Mathematics Richard
W. Sampson, known for inspiring his students
through both his passionate and creative
teaching of mathematics and his active inter¬
est in their lives, died April 1. He was 81.
When Sampson retired at the end of the 198990 academic year after a 38-year teaching
career, Bates Magazine recounted his contri¬
butions to the College:
“One of his many rewarding Bates experi¬
ences was serving as faculty advisor of the
Outing Club. For 25 years Sampson worked
closely with students in the organization, and

The Newspaper of Bates
College Since 1873

he remembers participating in “many beach tenure at Bates, one is particularly significant.
parties, many canoe trips, many Appalachian Sampson said he is glad finally to see more
Trail work trips.” One of his many goals as diversity of culture and gender in higher edu¬
advisor to the Outing Club was to make sure. cation. Especially gratifying for him is to see
that the students had control over their own more women undertaking careers in mathe¬
budget. With the purse strings in the students’ matics, a field which has been greatly restrict¬
hands, the educational experience of being a ed in the past. The struggle isn’t over yet, said
part of the club was enhanced.”
Sampson, but progress has been made.
“Other changes he has seen in the field of
Also, Sampson has encouraged students to
become more involved as volunteers in their mathematics involve the emphasis put on
communities. “Students should be more con¬ applied and abstract math. “The trend in math
cerned,” said Sampson, “about devoting part is to become more applied to satisfy the tech¬
of their lives toward service to the communi¬ nological needs of society, but abstract math is
ty...”
See SAMPSON, p.8
Among the changes he has noted during his

Students prepare
to “March for
Women’s Lives” in
Washington, D.C.
by ALI MORRIS
STAFF WRITER
On April 24, the Women’s Resource
Center will send a bus to Washington D.C.,
to participate in the “March for Women’s
Lives.” As a nationwide event, pro-choice
abortion supporters from all over the country
will join together to march two miles, start¬
ing at the Washington Monument.
Participants of the march hope to preserve
the ability to make personal heath care deci¬
sions free from government interference,
specifically concerning reproductive rights.
Over 10 million people are expected to be
participating, with approximately 4,000 of
them coming from Maine.
As one of the most controversial political
issues of our generation, abortion rights con¬
tinue to be a subject worth debating.
Abortion became legal with the 1974 court
decision of Roe v. Wade. Yet, over time,
conservative authorities have tried to over¬
turn the decision. Negotiation over the mat¬
ter has been difficult, since anti-abortion
advocates and pro-choice supporters tend to
be equally as passionate on their positions.
The Bates Women’s Resource Center
(WRC) has been placed in charge of organiz¬
ing, with students Adrienne Eaton and
Kaitlyn McKechnie co-coordinating the
event. According to Eaton, “students on
campus expressed an interest in going and
the WRC took it as their duty to organize it.”
While 35 students have already signed up,
there is still much more room available on
the bus. The plan is to leave Saturday night,
drive overnight, march during the day, and
then drive back again over Sunday night in
order to be on campus for Monday’s Short
Term classes.
Those who are unable to participate can
“sponsor a student to go,” says Professor
Meredith Greer.
Greer has also been
involved in the organization efforts and adds
that “sponsoring a student to go is just pay¬
ing some of the money to help reduce their
bus fare. The WRC is working on sponsor¬
ships to keep costs down for individuals.”
That way, you can still show your support if
you are unable to attend.
Laura Harper, the Planned Parenthood
New England March Organizer, replied that
many other colleges plan on busing students
to the event as well. “USM has over 40 stu¬
dents on a bus Colby has one bus, and
Bowdoin has almost two buses completely
filled. High schools from around the area
are also planning on going.”
Many students will be active in the event,
and many college-aged people feel strongly
about pro-choice rights. Due to the recent
possibility of stronger regulation, people
from all over the country have been express¬
ing their concerns. Adrienne Eaton agreed
and said, “Since there have been a lot of
changes in the laws around reproductive
freedom, the march was created to let the
nation know that there are many people
against them.”
As one of the largest demonstrations in
history to support women’s reproductive
freedom, there is no doubt that some sort of
impact will be made.
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Forum
Faculty absent from campus
In a 16 page report released by the Extracurricular Activities
and Residential Life Committee in mid-March, concerns with res¬
idential life were addressed. The underlying theme of the report
was the need to redevelop a sense of community at the College.
Some of the EARL Committee members argued that an increased
presence of faculty would prevent some of the problems facing
residential life. However, the EARL report suggests faculty
involvement on a punitive level, opposed to a proactive one.
Instead of trying to fix the issues, we need to address the faulty
foundation that creates the problems in the first place. The burden
of improving the campus should not be entirely assumed by the
student body.
In these critical final weeks, inundated with papers and exams,
students have a great need for professor guidance. Part of what
covers our $40,000 annual tuition is ensuring the provision of the
student/faculty ratio of 10 to 1. Mandatory office hours provide
a minimum of support to students. The several hours per week
that are offered by faculty members can barely cover some of
their administrative responsibilities in regards to students. While
the college encourages faculty involvement on campus, most pro¬
fessors limit their time with students to academic related endeav¬
ors.
We would love to see more of our professors around campus
and in the community. Professors have wisdom and guidance that
a lot of us are seeking outside of our academic interests. There
are some faculty members who make an effort to develop rela¬
tionships with students outside of their classes. However, students
have expressed an interest in opportunities to further their rela¬
tionship, Students and faculty, we hope, will form relationships
based on common extracurricular hobbies and interests as well as
academic ones. As it stands now, there is a strong division
between life in and out of the classroom.
Although the EARL report recommends several opportunities to
enact change within the community, it fails to investigate the
causes for this disintegration. Increased presence of faculty in the
dorms does not remedy their lack of involvement in the commu¬
nity. This may be attributed to the large number of commuting
staff. Of the 828 Bates faculty and staff, only 255 live in Lewiston
or Auburn, which means that the majority of faculty have a sig¬
nificant commute to the college, restricting their ability to partic¬
ipate in campus life.
The lack of faculty presence on campus affects how students
perceive the role of professors in our lives at Bates. For some stu¬
dents, personal interaction with faculty goes no further than class
registration. Opportunities to interact with professors outside of
your major are few and far between. Unfortunately, only a minor¬
ity of faculty participates in campus activities and clubs. Acting
as a faculty advisor for a club gives professors an opportunity to
pursue their personal interests and contribute to student life out¬
side of the classroom.
At the end of the day, most professors aren’t returning to homes
in town. On weekends, getting to Bates for events and activities
may not make sense for employees living far away. Ironically, the
college is conscious of its role in the Lewiston/Aubum communi¬
ty, encouraging students to engage in a variety of volunteer pro¬
grams designed to benefit the twin cities. Faculty and staff choos¬
ing to live outside of L/A sends mixed signals to a town already
wary of the College’s large presence. While the towns may ben¬
efit from the jobs that Bates creates for its residents, the unfortu¬
nate truth is that many of the most well-paid staff are taking their
pay checks out of Lewiston/Auburn and spending them else¬
where.
The EARL committee seems too intent to solve the problems
with solutions only involving students. In order for Bates to grow
positively, the participation of the entire campus community is
necessary.
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Letters
PACING THE HUMAN: NEEDS, WANTS AND CARS
To the Editor:
There has been, as of late, a pining for ‘the
simple life,’ a desire which found its expres¬
sion in Greg Rosenthal’s recent article.
People have been harping on cars, buses, and
possibly rollerblades. Cars are, in
Rosenthal’s article, labeled “unnecessary”
by a fellow student. As far as the necessity
of cars is concerned, I strongly doubt that
the quoted student really finds them com¬
pletely superfluous; but then, I don’t know
that she didn’t tote all her belongings to
school in a rucksack, that she didn’t walk or
bike here. But beyond their problematic
absolutism, I take greater issue with what I
see as an apparent inability to recognize this
conception of what is human as a merely
mental construction.
Society’s addiction to the car is criticized
on the grounds that we do not really need
these vehicles; that our dependence on cars
is accidental to our beings, and that the

inability to see cars as anything but neces¬
sary is the result of an inability to see the
essence of oneself. Rosenthal tells us he will
“walk and ... know what it is to be human,”
and his interviewee describes foot and bikespeed as “a natural, human pace.” But what
does it mean to be human? Walking is cer¬
tainly human: we are built to do it. But bik¬
ing? Portraying biking as “natural” to
humans betrays the argument’s purely sub¬
jective foundations. Why should one con¬
ception of “what it is to be human” be
favored over another, simply because it is
simpler? (Especially simple in that it refuses
to accept itself as merely one human inter¬
pretation of human existence.)
Later, Rosenthal recounts an interview
with a professor: “[the natural wonders of
Maine] are everywhere around us. Do stu¬
dents at Bates need cars? I asked him. He
told me that a bus ride to Portland every now
and then should suffice.” I will grant that all
See MULLIGAN LETTER, p.4

BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FATALLY FLAWED
To the Editor:
Amidst all of the complaining about the
budget process this year, few people have
offered suggestions on how to reform it. We
have come up with a few suggestions that
would clear up the controversies surrounding
the process.
To avoid any conflicts of interest, all officers
of clubs should be banned from the budget
committee and the appeals committee. It is just
impossible to expect a person to be free of bias
if they are an officer of a club. This rule cur¬
rently applies only to treasurers of clubs. I have
heard the argument that nobody else wants to
spend the long hours involved in being on the
committee. This can be eliminated if the mem¬
bers were offered some compensation. Pay
them for their time and more people will apply
for the job. No money? We’re sure each club
would pitch in $50 from their budget if it meant
a fair budget process.
Next, we would put a cap on how much a

club can receive to $10,000. Exempt from this
would be the WRBC, the Chase Hall
Committee, and the Ballroom Society. Every
school needs a radio station and a club who
sponsors student entertainment. If ballroom
counts as PE credit, then it should be funded by
the athletic department. Those clubs aside,
$10,000 is more than enough to spend in one
year. By eliminating monopolies in the budget,
there would be more money to go around for all
clubs.
Third, we would change the co-sponsorship
process in determining budgets. As it stands, a
club cannot ask for funds to co-sponsor an
event. However, a club must account for other
clubs co-sponsoring them in their budgets. This
is a double standard that causes two things.
First, it causes clubs who work together to lose
funds. Second, it discourages clubs from work¬
ing together. Clubs should never be dissuaded
from networking together to bring speakers
who speak to a widespread audience.
See BUDGET LETTER p.4
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Bates pride found in the Bobcat statue
Rosy Hely to put me in my place. She
pointed out that the purpose of the senior
gift is to give something to the College that
^ Cynthia Tufaro
commemorates that class. Alumni and par¬
ent donations can be used for things like
Opinion Columnist
cardio
equipment
or
scholarships.
However, the senior gift should be first and
foremost about the seniors, the graduating
class. 1 don’t think this means that the gift
I’ll admit it; I was rooting for cardio. can’t also be purposeful. In fact, I hadn’t
equipment to be the senior class gift. No, considered some of the ways that the bob¬
not because I personally ever plan to use cat statue does serve a function. It actually
the Bates gym. On the rare times that I go addresses a much greater problem than our
with a friend, I spend forty-five minutes insufficient gym: Bates pride.
bouncing on the large rubber balls while
Alumni surveys reveal that the majority
they sweat on the stairmaster. In fact, I reflect fondly on their experiences at
make a conscious effort to avoid cardio
equipment. Clearly then, my preference
for the cardio equipment was not made in
self-interest.
I originally thought this was a good idea
because it addressed the needs of the entire
Bates community. Unlike a scholarship,
which affects a single person, this gift
would have had a much larger and far- Bates; and yet, we have a low participation
reaching impact. Sure, the others out there level in alumni activities. Sports, many
like me, who consider the walk to Merrill believe, are underemphasized at Bates to
the most cardio they will ever want, won’t the point of hindering school spirit.
have much need for the equipment. Colleges with fraternities, sororities, and
However, no gift is going to satisfy every¬ strong sport teams have much better suc¬
one. Of the options considered by the sen¬ cess with alumni involvement. Take for
iors, cardio equipment would have been example a school like the University of
enjoyed by the most amount of people. Texas. Not only do alumni contribute a lot
Maybe it is just me, but I had always felt of money to the university, but they also go
that the senior gift should have a utilitarian back and visit, attend football games, and
purpose.
even make a point of hiring UT graduates.
I was shocked when the senior class Almost all liberal arts colleges suffer from
chose the Bobcat statue as their gift. I was a lack of school spirit; Bates is not alone.
quick to conclude that a statue served no
This year’s seniors are finding new and
function, benefited no one, and was an all- creative ways to build school pride. Class
around dumb idea.
president Eduardo Crespo and Secretary
Luckily, I have good senior friends like Tanya Schwartz planned exclusively senior

activities like Saturday nights in Old Port
and Thursday nights at Boondoggles. Mike
Lopez introduced a new section for the
Bates Student, “Catching up with...” which .
features a new senior every week. All of
these efforts have contributed to a more
unified senior class. This, they hope, will
translate into increased alumni participa- ;
tion after graduation.
The senior gift is an opportunity to say '
thank you to Bates College. For the first
time, students may truly understand the
importance of participation. It is impera¬
tive that every senior make a pledge. Not
only for the obvious reasons, but also
because participation rates are used by j
groups like US News and World Report as
one of the factors in determining the over¬
all ranking of Bates College.
The gift gives seniors a valuable experi¬
ence in philanthropy. Whether it is cardio I
equipment or a bobcat statue, neither will
benefit the graduating seniors; it is a gift !
for the future of Bates College. The tradi- \
tion of giving back to the College begins
with your contribution toward the senior j
class gift. It lays a foundation for future
giving. Seniors are educated on the institu¬
tion’s needs and the importance of their
continued support. It the past few years the j
gap between Bates endowment and other
NESCAC schools has grown. In response,
Bates is more. actively pursing alumni,
beginning with graduating seniors.
A statue of our mascot, the bobcat, will
remind students, faculty, and staff what it
means to be a part of the Bates community.
Ultimately the greatest reward of the Bates
bobcat statue is its manifestation of class
spirit. Hopefully this demonstration of
school pride will be the real gift for Bates.

“The senior gift is an
opportunity to say
thank you to Bates
College.”

ECONOMY GOOD FOR AMERICA, BAD FOR KERRY
Oli Wolf
Opinion Columnist

As we embark on the 2004 presidential elec¬
tion, many of us often find ourselves looking to
the recent past to see historical patterns for how
to predict this November’s outcome. Factors
such as the healthcare, national defense, educa¬
tion, party affiliation, and overall popularity
influence how the populace will vote come
November. Though I would argue that each one
of these factors perhaps has taken a backseat to
the economy in every single presidential elec¬
tion throughout my lifetime.
I wanted to briefly take you through some ■
telling elections from the past decade. In the ’92
election, a major reason Bill Clinton triumphed
over President George H. W. Bush was ulti¬
mately because Bush was widely seen as aloof,
who ignored domestic and economic interests
too much for his own good. Not coincidentally,
the economy fell and the populace looked to
Bush as the one blame.
The ’96 election is perhaps the most telling
example. Former U.S. Senator Bob Dole was
the Republican candidate facing a popular
President Clinton who was presiding over a
prosperous economy. Dole recently wrote in
The New York Times'. “Ten years ago, when I
was thinking about running for President, for¬
mer President Nixon discussed President
Clinton’s strengths and weakness...near the
end, [he] gave me his ultimate advice: if the
economy if generally good, you are likely to
lose.” Dole tried to make the economy look like
it was doing poorly, when in reality it was quite
strong; most Americans saw themselves as pros¬
perous and consequently voted for Clinton’s reelection.
Ten years later, Senator John Kerry is in the
same position as Senator Dole challenging an
incumbent President in this regard. If Kerry is
to win in November, he’ll have to convince the
populace that the economy is not doing as well
as it really is. Considering the facts we received
four days ago, Senator Kerry will have a diffi¬
cult time articulating this message.

past year.
These strong job numbers could seemingly
produce consumer confi¬
dence. Hardly bad news,
as historical patterns
have shown consumer
spending stimulates twothirds of the economy. In
this case, President
Bush’s pro-growth poli¬
cies and the tax cut he
initiated
through
Congress have visibly
affected jobs and the economy for the better.
President Bush related this job growth to how

Friday, April 2nt* brought refreshing and
encouraging news to Americans across the coun¬
try. We heard that in
the
past
month,
308,000 jobs have
been added—the high¬
est monthly job growth
figure since the spring
of 2000. The unem¬
ployment rate has also
fallen from 6.3% last
June to 5.7% last
month. This is a lower
rate than the decade averages ever were in the
1970s, 80s, and 90s. Moreover, the unemploy¬
ment rate has fallen in 45 of the 50 states in this

“If Kerry is to win in
November, he’ll have to
convince the populace
that the economy is not
doing as well as it really

See ECONOMY p.5
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Human rights, genocide
on the back burner
James Liddell
Opinion Columnist
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Since the attacks of September 11, the
United States has been at war with terrorism.
This “war on terror” has united not just
Americans, but the entire world against the
global enemy of terrorism. Countries- such as
Uzbekistan and Pakistan have been crucial
allies on the war on terror. These nations,
along with many others, recognize the impor¬
tance of crushing Islamic militancy in order to
eradicate terrorism. However, our nation’s
preoccupation with eliminating Islamic mili¬
tancy has diverted our attention and assets
away from other still meaningful issues, such
as human rights and genocide.
Last week, over forty people were killed in
attacks by Islamic militants in the Central
Asian republic of Uzbekistan. The line from
Washington was that these attacks “strengthen
our resolve” to work with global allies like
Uzbekistan to defeat terrorists. Uzbekistan has
been a key ally in the war on terror, allowing us
to set up a military base on their soil (conve¬
niently adjacent to Afghanistan) following the
attacks on 9/11. Although Uzbekistan is help¬
ing us combat terrorism, our ostensibly uncon¬
ditional support for them needs to be reevalu¬
ated.
Not only is democracy completely stifled in
Uzbekistan, but it has one of the world’s worst
records of torture. It has long been acknowl¬
edged, even by the U.S., that Uzbekistan rou¬
tinely practices “systematic torture.” Their
President has even had political opponents
boiled alive. But the U.S. and its allies in the
war on terror don’t like to worry about these
things. When the British Ambassador wrote a
report last year documenting such human
rights atrocities, he was asked to leave his post
for “unknown” reasons.
Uzbekistan currently has an estimated 7,000
political prisoners. This number is expected to
sky-rocket after recent terrorist attacks.
Uzbekistan has promised to crack down heavi¬
ly on local Muslim militants. It only makes
sense that the first group they have targeted for
the attacks is Hizb ut-Tahrir, a Muslim group
with no prior record of violence.
The U.S. is scheduled to evaluate
Uzbekistan later this month to see if it qualifies
for U.S. assistance. When Defense Secretary
Rumsfeld makes statements that America and
Uzbekistan are “growing stronger every
month,” it is hard to believe that much pressure
will be put on Uzbekistan to change its evil
ways. Boy, we sure pick our allies well.
Next we turn to Pakistan. Pakistan has been
America’s most crucial ally in the war on ter¬
ror. Its airspace and “logistical support” have
been indispensable in our invasion of
Afghanistan. Its cooperation has also been
essential to our manhunt for remaining A1
Qaeda operatives who are hiding in the moun¬
tains along the Afghan/Pakistani boarder.
Due to our close and “irreplaceable” rela¬
tionship with Pakistan, our country has
remained relatively quiet when the news broke
that a leading Pakistani had spent the 1990s
running a racket on nuclear technology export¬
ing to Iran, Libya, and North Korea. Although
this decision is defendable (the man responsi¬
ble, Mr. Kahn, was a national hero for bringing
his country “the bomb,” so it would have been
political suicide for President Musharraf not to
pardon him) other policies have not been
defendable.
On February 25, the U.S. Department of
State released its annual human-rights assert¬
ing that human rights in Pakistan “remained
poor.” The very next day, Secretary of State
Colin Powell was in front of Congress justify
ing the department’s $5.7 billion budget allo¬
cation for countries “that have joined us in the
war against terrorism.” Pakistan led the list
with $700 million.
Translation: you help us out, and we’ll stay
out of your business and throw a couple milSee HUMAN RIGHTS, p.4
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BEN FRANKLIN IS STEALING YOUR SLEEP
Chet Clem
.

j

Humor Columnist

“Apparently the whole civilized world has
conspired to participate in a monumental
imbecility,” wrote Marvin Chester in October
2000. It may have been the only time that fall
that the word ‘imbecility’ was used outside the
context of the presidential race.
No, Marvin wasn’t writing about politics,
he was referring to Daylight Savings Time and
how stupid it is. And he should know; he’s a
physics professor at UCLA. Plus, his name is
Chester, so we can just assume he’s an author¬
ity.
As far as I can tell, Marvin is right. Daylight
Savings Time doesn’t make sense. It just
means that once every spring I wake up an
hour later than I planned. That is, assuming

you follow the guidelines of the American
Association of Medical Professionals, which
define waking up as “getting out of bed and
exerting yourself in a manner other than
yawning and scratching.”
That said, I felt that this week it was my
responsibility as a humor columnist to look
into why we observe this ritual each year.
Well, that and I have a lot of other work 1

“This year I’ve given up.
I’m going to let my VCR
blink 11:00 until
October “
should be doing. Work that each year does not
make way for such important intellectual
endeavors as March Madness, which of course
is now in April. But then again, so is snow.
For some reason I’ve always assumed that
Daylight Savings was invented to help farm¬
ers. I’m not a farmer, but luckily my friend Liz

McNamara ’05 is. Having grown up on the
McNamara Dairy Farm in Plainfield, NH
makes her an agricultural expert in my mind.
Says McNamara, “Hell, I don’t even under¬
stand Daylight Savings, but I guess I could see
where people would think that it was for agri¬
culture. All it does is make me work more
hours in the damn day.” I think it’s safe to say
we’ve proved the farming theory wrong.
To find out the truth I turned to the histori¬
cal expert, namely Google. As it turns out, the
concept was first invented by Benjamin
Franklin who first published it in the French
Journal de Paris on April 26, 1784. Franklin
wrote the piece as a joke, parodying himself
and his desire to play chess into the wee hours
of the morning and sleep until noon. Who
knew Ben and I had so much in common?
Well, except that I don’t play chess.
Franklin wrote about preserving candles,
which I think we can all agree is important.
I’m sure there’s a vigil somewhere on campus
that needs them.
Although initially intended as nothing more
See TIME, p.5

The manic logic of neoliberalism
by NATHAN HARRINGTON
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
Last week I argued that the proposed Central
American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) is
an attempt to circumvent the impasse reached
at the World Trade Organization and Free Trade
Area of the Americas and push through an
unpopular economic policy agenda without
public scrutiny. If that’s so, then why are the
fat cats so hell-bent on this agenda, and why is
it a threat to the rest of us?
CAFTA is a massive, extremely technical
document, the full text of which was not
released until after negotiations were conclud¬
ed. By granting the Bush administration “Fast
Track” authority by a margin of one single vote
last year, the U.S. Congress stripped itself of
the power to make any modifications to the
treaty. It can only vote up or down, yay or nay,
on whether to approve the agreement exactly as
signed by administration trade representatives.
So much for checks and balances, free and
open debate, and all those silly democratic
ideas. These guys mean business.
Generally speaking, CAFTA divides traded
products into hundred of categories and sets

quotas for the quantity of goods from each cat¬
egory each country will be able import to the
U.S. (and vice versa). Finally, it sets a schedule
for the reduction and eventual elimination of
the taxes importing companies pay to the gov¬
ernment of the receiving country, known as tar¬
iffs. In addition to raising money for the gov¬
ernment, tariffs on foreign products are used to
support domestic producers whose might not
otherwise be able to compete with larger inter¬
national producers. CAFTA negotiations were
dominated by wrangling over quotas and tariffs
for com, sugar, bananas, and coffee, with all
five Central American countries pitted against
each other and against U.S. producers for a
share of the U.S. market.
Elite planners in the U.S. support new trade
agreements with Latin American countries in
hopes of giving U.S.-based multinationals an
edge in market access over European and Asian
companies also looking to sell their excess pro¬
duction in Latin America. That’s exactly what
they’ve gotten from the North American Free
Trade Agreement of 1994, with predictably dis¬
astrous results for Mexico. When Mexico
started to reduce the tariffs on U.S. com which
had long kept its millions of small-scale com

More than basic needs
are not telling us to grow tails and start prac¬
ticing on jungle gyms, they draw a line
somewhere between this and mindless hedo¬
of nature is wonderful and beautiful; but my nism; but why and where do they draw it?
worldview accepts a hierarchy of beauty.
Ostensibly, for the good of the environ¬
The person who claims to find a sapling pine ment and at a place which will allow humans
as awe-inspiring as the giants of Sequoia to maintain a healthy physical and mental
National Park, Mt. David on par with Mt. existence. Yet emissions are not at the root
Everest, lies a little to themselves, I believe. of their complaint: speed is. Marking biking
The main point of contention is necessity. as the top-speed for the “human pace,” we
What “suffices” for human existence? A need to understand that we risk labeling the
human being can survive physically while Amish, in their horse-drawn buggies, as
restricting all travel to the point where technophiles. The fast-paced life that
Portland is an exotic getaway, but that would Americans lead is extremely hazardous to
be rather dull. It has been said, says Barthes, their health; hypertension and heart attacks
that certain Buddhist ascetics can see an bear witness to this. And yet some people
entire landscape in a grain of sand; but then bungee jump for kicks. Will we denounce
perhaps this is because they didn’t ‘get out them for getting off on a bit of an adrenaline
much?’ If we are to base our arguments upon kick? I don’t think that is fair. Will I
necessity, then a strong case could be made denounce Greg and others for choosing to
for a naked berries-and-water existence, for walk distances I would have a hard time con¬
a return to the trees. What I am saying is ceiving? By no means. And they should not
this: we need more than we need. A complete criticize people such as myself who see a car
lack of decadence kills the conscious indi¬ as necessary for the kind of life I want to
vidual. And because these vocal minimalists
live. I will allow anyone to point out to
.
ii
I me my dependencies and my extravaganFlorida only $69 one way all cies, but I would politely point to the
taxes included...
'necessity of frills. And to Greg and othMULLIGAN LETTER
Continued from p. 2
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-John Mulligan ‘06

growers afloat, heavily subsidized, industriallyproduced U.S. com started poring into the
country, and the market price of com in Mexico
has plummeted. Unable to sell their crops at a
price above production cost, Mexican farmers
have abandoned their lands headed for the
cities in search of industrial work, and the
country has become dependent on the U.S. for
its main food staple.
Central America may be in for a similar
“com crisis” if CAFTA is approved this sum¬
mer. Are we honestly to believe that “free and
equal competition” between grossly unequal
actors is going to somehow benefit everyone?
In the words of a Nicaraguan economist at the
Universidad Centroamerica, “The idea that
within the next ten years we are going to catch¬
up to the point where we can compete on an
equal basis with the U.S. is a lie.”
If there is a field in which Nicaragua can
compete, maybe it’s easily exploitable labor.
Faced with increased attempts to form labor
unions at sweatshops in Mexico, the
Dominican Republic and elsewhere, U.S. man¬
ufacturers hope to pit poor countries against
each other in competition to see which will
See NEOLIBRERALISM, p.5

BUDGET SUGGESTIONS
BUDGET LETTER
Continued from p. 2
Fourth, instead of focusing on plans for next
year’s budget so heavily, also take into account
the previous year’s spending. If a club receives
a certain budget one year, and spends wisely,
that club should not be punished the next year,
even if the budget is poorly written. This is a
liberal arts school. There is no accounting
major at Bates. Not every club is going to have
a future Wall Street banker on its staff. The
process should be less about paperwork and
more about people.
Fifth, the budget committee should be
responsible for publicly explaining the alloca¬
tions of each club’s budget before the budget is
voted on by the BCSG. It seems that the budg¬
et automatically passes through the BCSG
without any accountability taken on by the
budget committee. There needs to be explana¬
tions as to why some clubs receive nearly
$20,500 while others receive $0.00.
Let’s face it folks. When the combined budg¬
ets of New World Coalition, Friends of Fair
Labor, People Eating Plants, Women’s
Resource Center, Women of Color, SEED,
Environmental Coalition, and Students Against
Sexual Assault is $16,706.35, and the College
Republicans alone received $17,489.02, there
is a problem. I am not saying that the
Republicans did not deserve this amount of
money; I am saying that no club deserves this
amount of money, when so many other clubs
receive so little.
- Mark Tobey ‘05 and Ari Rosenberg ‘06

Digitz
600,000
Amount of money swin¬
dled by Weidong Xu, 38, a
Harvard University
instructor of Medicine
from friends and col¬
leagues. Xu lost all the
money when he invested it
in the infamous Nigerian
business e-mail scam.
30,000
Settlement agreed to by
New York City Schools and
15-year-old Natalie Young,
who was suspended for
wearing a t-shirt that read
“Barbie is a Lesbian.”
12

Beers offered to an 18year-old student at Ludlow
(KY) High School by
Edward Lucas, 40, in
exchange for a “no” vote
on the proposed increase
in school property taxes.
The ballot initiative failed.
29-0
Score of an under-nineyear-old game in Britain.
The Derbyshire Times, the
local newspaper, reported
that the losing team was
“trounced.” The govern¬
ing soccer league no
longer sends its scores to
the paper.
500
Fine, in dollars, for deto¬
nating a nuclear device
within the city limits of
Chico, California.
3
Brain surgeries postponed
indefinitely when Dr.
Terence Hope was sus¬
pended from a British hos¬
pital after being accused
of taking extra croutons,
without paying, for his
bowl of soup.
20-30
Approximate cost, in dol¬
lars, of special animal seat
belts soon to be required
for all pets riding in auto¬
mobiles in the city of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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My one last hurrah: burying the Frisbee
Mike Lopez
Humor Columnist

I think I am a decent writer.
Take a handful of junior girls who went
abroad first semester, came back, and told me
that they stuck my articles on the walls of China
and Germany. Or how about half a dozen junior
boys, who have told me that making my articles
was the highlight of their week, even when I was
fairly certain they weren’t even included. I’m
not actually sure, in fact, they can even read.
Or finally, and most notably, take junior Blake
Wayman, who emailed me and referred to my
writings with a subject of “stop making me cry.”
Apparently, after reading my articles, he started
crying. Wayman, in a related note, plays tennis
and majors in music.
So in my final hurrah as a senior, my last arti¬
cle of The Bates Student for any and all to enjoy
before the hysterics of Short Term, I decided to
write an article on the one group of people that
hated my articles: the Bates Frisbee team.
The idea itself sprung recently, when I was
informed that, as a response to my articles, the
Frisbee team had resumed one of their most pop¬
ular cheers. While I can’t tell you what exactly
that cheer is, I can say it begins with an “f ’ and
ends with an “uck Mike Lopez.” I figured I
should take offense, considering that my name

happens to be Mike Lopez.
My anticipated meeting with the Frisbee team
inspired not all, however. Junior Holly Page
commented, “How can Frisbee be a sport? It’s
not on ESPN. It’s not even on ESPN 2. They
put dog shows on ESPN, but not Frisbee.”
Page, in case you were wondering, does not
play for the Frisbee team.
Junior Chris Cary, however, does. Cary also
happens to be the gentleman I ran into recently,
while he was wearing his Bates Ultimate sweat¬
shirt. I saw him walking towards me and I com¬
mented, “Nice sweatshirt.” His response was
not nice. As a result, I had found the Frisbee
player I wanted to meet with.
Unfortunately for Page, I did not want to meet
with Cary to discuss the validity of his sport;
rather, I hoped to examine the existing hot and
heavy relationship between Frisbee players and
thomsolvoa the rest of the campus.
I promised Cary this would not turn into an
article making fun of the Frisbee team, so, alas,
I will turn it into an article making fun of the
Frisbee team and the football team, namely
myself.
That’s because, as hard as it may seem, both
teams think remarkably alike.
“The stereotype out there at Bates," says
Cary, “is that you can point out a Frisbee play¬
er by his or her appearance, and that there is
this defined image we go by. It’s just not the
case. ”
Stereotypes? Football team has ’em. Defined
football player image? I’d say so.
Problem is, of course, both sides tend to
ignore one another, thinking, in fact, that they

“WAR ON TERROR” BLINDING
HUMAN RIGHTS
Continued from p. 3
lion in on the side.
While fighting the “war on terror,” the U.S.
has made it clear that gathering up anyone sus¬
pected of being an Islamic militant is its first
priority. Other issues, such as human rights,
aren’t as important. After all, they just get in
the way and distract us.
This ethos is becoming stunningly clear with
our reaction to the current genocide that is tak¬
ing place along the Sudan/Chad border. It is
estimated that 1,000 people are dying each
week in Sudan, as Arab militias are eradicating
specific tribes of people, partially for being
darker skinned than the Arab leaders. There are
mass killings, mass raping, and torture.
Sudan’s civil war of more than 20 years—a war
that has left Sudan with 600,000 refugees who
live in some of the worst conditions imagina¬
ble—has hit a new lowIronically, all this is occurring on the ten-

year anniversary of the genocide in Rwanda.
At the same time that we are asking ourselves
how we could have let the genocide in Rwanda
happen, we are letting another African geno¬
cide take place.
Although President Bush has raised the issue
in a private telephone conversation with
Sudan’s president, no one, including the U.N.
Security Council has “forcefully” spoken up
about it.
If the U.S. had a vested interest in Sudan, or
was not completely preoccupied with the war
on terror, then we certainly would be taking
serious steps to end this conflict. And just for
the record, fruitless diplomatic reviling of
Sudan’s oppressive Arab militant government
does not qualify.
Actions speak louder than words, and the
Bush administration’s actions have made it
clear that it is OK that torture and genocide are
occurring all over the world, as long as it is not
Saddam who is doing it.

HOUR TINE CHANGE DEADLY
TIME
Continued from p. 4
than a joke, Franklin’s idea was adapted and
put into use in the United States as an energy
saving device during World War I and World
War, II. Finally, in 1966 Congress made the
policy official. You can tell it’s official
because no one understands it and it results in
problems for everyone.
The most common annoyance is having to
turn all the clocks forward an hour in the
spring and back an hour in the fall. This year
I’ve given up. I’m going to let my VCR blink
11:00 until October.
The switch in the fall is always easier for
me to remember.
It usually comes right
around the time that the Red Sox blow it again
and all of New England is too depressed to
care about time change. In fact, let’s just go
ahead and blame the end of last season on
Daylight Savings. Clearly Grady Little just
forget to change his watch back and left Pedro

Martinez in for an hour too long.
Always a sucker for surveys, I went to the
experts at Maxwell House Coffee to see what
they had to say about the recent switch.
“Ninety-one percent of Americans feel cheat¬
ed, tired and disoriented because they’ve lost
that hour of sleep. Half surveyed said that they
hate making the switch.” In fact, the switch
poses an actual danger. Statistics show that
there is an 8% rise in auto accidents in the five
days after we lose an hour of sleep.
It’s easy to see the switch as a bad thing, but
let’s not forget to look at the positives too. The
Europeans have a much better spin on the
idea; they refer to it as the start of the “sum¬
mertime period.” It means we have more
hours of daylight to enjoy. Well, except for
these next two weeks. But Short Term is in
sight, and I know I’ll appreciate the extra hour
of sunlight then. I’m not Catholic, but I’ll be
giving up sobriety for 40 days and 40 nights.

ONE MORE ISSUE LEFT!
WRITE A LETTER
E-MAIL ASIMON

are really on two different sides. Cary pointed
out that not all Frisbee players are hippies with
ponytails and Nalgene bottles. I pointed out that
not all football players are class-skippers with
buzz cuts and Gatorade bottles. Surprisingly, in
fact, we aren’t as different as I thought.
“We sometimes feel like we are the scapegoats
for the school. We get shafted on money and the
image put forth on campus, and how the school,
and newspaper look at us. ”
Cary said that, not a football player.
Like the rest of the club sports teams at Bates,
the Frisbee team gets $500 for the year. Cary
says that’s enough for basic equipment and two
tournaments a year. Colby, in their first year as
a program, received $3,500 for their season.
That’s 7 times what Bates gives. Money is a
problem at Bates, and both teams would be the
first to tell you that.
“F*ck Mike Lopez. ”
So why the cheer, I asked Cary; why take
yourselves so seriously?
Cary pointed out that the cheer was a response
to the general attitude on campus towards mem¬
bers of the team. It became more of a title, he
says, than anything else, sort of like saying
‘F*ck the Yankees.’
Mike Lopez, like the Yankees? How about
not?
Cary was also quick to point out that “there
are a lot of oversensitive people at Bates,” as a
final reason for the cheer. I couldn’t agree with
him more.
"Pray for Trot Nixon. ”
That, of course, also came from Cary. It turns
out that the star of the Frisbee team doesn’t actu¬

ally smoke pot each night; he’s one of the
biggest Red Sox fans this school has. That, of
course, also came from Cary. It turns out that the
star of the Frisbee team doesn’t actually smoke
pot each night; he’s watching Red Sox games.
That makes two of us. We even own the same
Red Sox hat. His favorite Red Sox player is Trot
Nixon, and while I am more of a Rich Garces
fan, neither Nixon, Garces, nor myself can move
very fast down the bases right about now.
The similarities were astounding and extend¬
ed beyond baseball. He enjoys humor, and I
think I am funny. To top it off, he was even
planning on eating at Commons that night, just
like I was. He promised, in fact, not to eat from
the Vegan Bar.
In response for stopping their cheer. I prom¬
ised Cary that I would give the frisbee team
slightly more positive press in the paper.
(Slightly, football team, means just a bit more).
So here it is - out of over 500 teams, they fin¬
ished 121st at their most recent tournament.
That’s pretty solid, even if they do use my field.
Frisbee team down, there is now one person
who leaves my writing with an empty feeling,
humor columnist Chet Clem, a junior. Clem
didn’t even like the article we co-wrote last
week, which makes me figure that if he dislikes
writing he helped me with, he must hate my
writing left alone.
Oh, well, I figure, at least Clem has another
year in the snow.
I just have Short Term, where if Cary’s lucky,
he just might find me stomping on throwing
around a frisbee.

CAFTA HARMFUL
NEOLIBRERALISM
Continued from p. 4
offer the lowest wages, taxes, and regulations.
With China offering all of that plus brutal state
repression against discontented workers, the
only place that could be better for U.S. capital¬
ists would be in Central America or the
Caribbean, closer to U.S. consumers. Many
argue that U.S.-owned factories will help the
poor in Central America by creating muchneeded jobs. Sweatshop jobs, they say, are bet¬
ter than no jobs, even if they only hire single
women between the ages of 15 and 30.'
Again the example of Mexico in the ten
years since NAFTA is instructive. It turns out
that Mexico has seen a net loss in both manu¬
facturing jobs and the average manufacturing
wage,, because competition from U.S. imports
has forced Mexican-owned factories in Mexico
City, Puebla, and Guadalajara out of business,
while the com crisis has increased the pool of
people looking for industrial employment. To
add insult to injury, the factories that moved in
less than ten years ago have already started to
close and move, their operations to Asia in
search of even cheaper labor. A recent study by
the conservative Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace found that the few benefits

attributable to NAFTA have been canceled out
by negative impacts.
Even if we accept, for the sake of argument,
the mistaken tendency to define development
only in terms of economic growth, the simple
fact is that no country has ever achieved strong
long-term growth on the basis of export agri¬
culture and the exploitation of its cheap,
unskilled labor by foreign capital, which is the
strategy promoted by CAFTA. On the contrary,
the nations which are today considered “rich”
all share a common history of heavy state
involvement in the economy. In most cases,
this involvement was aimed at promoting
domestic markets by means of infrastructure
investment, public subsidies, and especially
protective tariffs.
While perfecting these tools to the maximum
benefit of their own capitalist classes, the rich
countries have systematically imposed disas¬
trous “market-oriented” policies” in the Global
South, first through outright colonial control,
and now through the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund, and, increasingly, agreements
like CAFTA. In the incisive words of develop¬
ment scholar Ha-Joon Chang, they are “kicking
away the ladder” that leads to economic devel¬
opment.

MAINE NEEDS JOBS
ECONOMY
Continued from p. 3
Americans can take advantage of this new
opportunity in his weekly radio address this, past
Saturday. He said, “As our economy adds more
jobs, we need to make sure all Americans are
prepared to take advantage of new opportunity.
We must help current workers and future work¬
ers learn the skills they need today and the years
to come.”
Fortunately, in Maine’s 2n(t Congressional
District, the largest district this side of the
Mississippi River and where Bates is located, we
have an exciting candidate for Congress who has
been instrumental in providing jobs for Maine.
Brian Hamel is President & CEO of the
Loring Development Authority, and has over¬
seen the development of the Loring Commerce
Centre in Limestone, ME since 1994. Under
Hamel’s tenure, over 1,000 jobs have been cre¬
ated at Loring. Hamel has also led the redevel¬
opment efforts of the former Loring Air Force
Base for 10 years. After this military base closed

down, 1,100 civilian jobs were lost, and Hamel
is widely credited with replacing all of them, and
even creating new ones.
Maine’s 2nd district has too often witnessed
business closures, and many families have been
forced to leave their home towns because there
are no jobs. With Brian Hamel as our next U.S.
representative, job growth can more fully return
to the 2nd district. His leadership will help pro¬
vide more prosperity for Americans across the
country.
Certain elected officials indeed deserve credit
in many, cases for economic growth, for they
have capability to de-regulate our vibrant busi¬
nesses and give government revenue back to
individuals and families. Moreover, it is the
engine of capitalism and the entrepreneurial
spirit deep-rooted in the American dream that
really contributes to our recent job growth and
prosperity. President Bush in this campaign, like
President Clinton before him, has the facts on
his side to persuade the American people. He
has the opportunity to send the message to all
Americans that today we are more prosperous
than when he took office.
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News
DEBATE TEAM TACKLES LIBERAL BIAS ISSUE

Tuesday, April 6, 2004

Recent controversy sparks Brooks-Quimby debate titled, “Do Liberal Arts Colleges Marginalize the Right?”
Associated Press and sparked national
debate over institutional political bias.
In the wake of this controversy, the
It started with a misdirected email sent Brooks-Quimby Debate Council held a pub¬
from Doug Hubley, who works in the Bates lic debate in the Muskie Archives on
Media Relations Office, to
Thursday entitled, “Do Liberal Arts Colleges
Bates Republican Vice
Marginalize the Right?” Ryan Shepard ’04,
President
Oli
Wolf.
Fabio Periera ’07, and Christopher Laconi
Hubley intended to for¬
’05 represented side government, which
ward the email to Bryan
argued that liberal arts colleges marginalize
McNulty, the Office’s
the right and there is an “unequal treatment
Director, but acciden¬
of conservatives” on college campuses
tally replied to
across the country. Dylan Morris ’07,
Wolf.
H Ryan Creighton ’07 and Casey Pfitzner
“Oli
Wolf
’07 represented the all-novice opposition
has drafted a
bench, whose argument centered on
press release
a the idea that most liberal arts pro¬
for a GOP
fessors are apolitical and that col¬
training
lege gives you a chance to explore
institute his
your political
bunch
of
...
■
:.,.,. ,
beliefs.
thugs is host¬
“Individual
ing at Bates
bias decreas¬
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student es the value
next week,” the
Feb. 23 email Dylan Morris ’07 makes the argument that lib¬ of a Bates
read. “This really eral arts colleges don’t marginalize the right
education,”
seems pretty far
argued
afield for an event that we would publicize, Shepard in side government’s opening
but that may just be my socialist tendencies speech. “We should develop a system of
talking. What do you think?”
affirmative action to hire professors who
“At worst,” Wolf wrote after the incident, represent conservatism as well as the left.”
“[the email] proves our worst assumptions
“Professors cannot teach neutrally so we
that the College and its staff are actively need professors that represent all political
working against the interests of College views,” continued Fabio Periera in his
Republicans because of their political agen¬ remarks on behalf of side government. “It is
da.” The story was quickly picked up by the the job of the college to expose you to all
by EMILY RAND
STAFF WRITER

political views, not just one.” Periera also politics in the same way it can apply to race
argued that marginalizing the right creates a because race is stable while the nature of
political environment where discourse can¬ political views is ephemeral. Side opposi¬
not exist and the discourse that does exist is
tion claimed colleges do not margin¬
highly divided.
alize the right because institutional
In his opening remarks for side opposi¬
biases at Bates and other liberal
tion, Dylan Morris argued that “profes¬
arts colleges are cyclical. That is,
sors at Bates hide their political ideas very
Bates vacillated between being a
well and a liberal professor can easily
highly liberal and highly conser¬
teach both his or her views and the views
vative institution through the
held by others.” Morris also rejected
twentieth century, and
side government’s affirmative action
though the College is
program.
more liberal right
“If we use an affirmative
now, its political bias¬
action program to bring
es will ultimately
more conservative pro¬
swing back to the
fessors to Bates, the
right.
quality of the pro¬
Christopher
fessor
will
Laconi, for side
decrease. We need
government,
and
to hire the most
Casey Pfitzner, for side
qualified teachers
oppositionwere persua¬
and not those with
sive in their closing
the most diverse
remarks.
political beliefs.”
“Partisan
politics
In his speech,
will interfere with edu¬
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student
Ryan
Creighton
cation,” stated Pfitzner,
questioned
where Christopher Laconi ’04 argues that while Laconi purported
side
government conservativism is looked down
that “the right is treated
planned to draw the upon in liberal arts colleges.
as an ‘other’ at Bates and
line with their affir¬
other liberal arts col¬
mative action program.
leges.”
“Will we start admitting students based on
Perhaps an indicator of the amount of con¬
their political views?” Creighton asked the troversy surrounding the issue of political
audience. Moreover, Creighton argued, an biases, the debate, whose outcome was set¬
affirmative action program cannot apply to tled by a floor vote, resulted in a tie.

Students and faculty work to use less energy FACULTY TO HOST
FORUM ON IRAQ
large-scale changes.
This Audit, conducted by the school, shows
how the metric tons of carbon dioxide Bates
contributes to the environment increased by
more than 60 percent between 1990 and 2000.
These emissions include factors on campus
like the oil burned to heat the houses, as well
as the fossil fuel emissions from the power
plants the school buys energy from. It also

large increase in students bringing appliances,
such as refrigerators and microwaves, as
another cause for the increase.
Currently, a group of students on campus is
In an attempt to encourage the College to
working with the administration of the
reduce these emissions, the Environmental
College to develop a plan for Bates to use less
Coalition has been asking students to sign a
energy in the future. While the process has
petition addressed to President Hansen. The
been ongoing, the first campus-wide results
petition, currently signed by more than 600
have been seen in the last week.
students, asks for the College to go along with
Last Friday, the Environmental
the Voluntary Reduction Bill,
Coalition and the Environmental
recently passed by the Maine
Studies Department hosted a dis¬
Legislature, eventually reduce its
cussion titled, “Can Bates Pass on
emissions back to the 1990 lev¬
Gas?” to discuss feasible ways for
els. Hansen has not acted on the
the College to reduce its emission
petition yet, as she is in the
of greenhouse gases. The panel
process
of
creating
an
included various administrators,
Environmental Task Force.
such as College Vice President Bill
The switch to renewable ener¬
Hiss, and was moderated by
gy would immediately drop
Physics Professor John Smedley.
Bates back to the level of the
Approximately 70 students
early 1990s, and other energy
attended the event, which focused
saving measures would lower it
on the possibility of Bates buying
even more. Currently, Colby has
electricity produced from renew¬
already switched to 100 percent
able sources in the future. The
renewable power, along with a
switch to all-renewable energy
new building heated and cooled
would cost about 23 dollars more
by geothermal energy, and
per student per year, and a number
Bowdoin is considering design¬
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student ing new dorms to be climate con¬
of different ways of raising this
extra money were discussed, Students at a forum titled, “Can Bates Pass on Gas?”
trolled by geothermic means.
including increasing tuition or which was hosted last week by the Environmental
However, Bertrand says that
adding it on to parking permits.
the biomass and hydro sources
Coalition and the Environmental Studies Department.
“There was a lot of support for
Bates would use “are not the best
the idea of switching to 100 percent renew¬ showed that it would cost a little under 2.4 option, but it is a good first step, as it is far
able energy” said Ben Wish, President of the million dollars to implement many of the and away better than fossil fuels.” She also
Environmental Coalition.
energy reducing changes, and the payback described other energy saving measures,
During the discussion, it was also revealed time would be less than six years.
including carpooling by faculty and encour¬
why Bates has yet to consider a switch to
Member of the Environmental Coalition aging students to walk more, as car emissions
reduce emissions. Due to the ongoing Master Erin Bertrand explained that part of the rea¬ factor into the total amount Bates produces.
Planning Project, the school does not know son for this large increase stems from the con¬
“It is an opportunity for Bates to get won¬
what major changes may be made to build¬ struction of several new buildings on campus derful publicity,” says Wish, describing his
ings, and therefore cannot invest in the modi¬ during the 1990s. The College added the excitement about the possibility of switching
fications recommended in the Combined Village, Underhill Arena, and Pettengill Hall, to renewable energy, as the College would be
Energy Audit. Also, the school does not all of which greatly increase the energy only the fourth college in the country to do
know how much money may be available for demands of the campus. Also, she cited a so.
by TIM AYERS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

by LOU DENNIG
STAFF WRITER
On Wednesday, April 7, four professors will
host a forum titled ‘The United States and Iraq:
a forum for the Bates College community,” in
Skelton Lounge of Chase Hall. Forum leaders
Professor James Richter, chair of the Political
Science Department, assistant Political Science
Professors Aslaug Asgeirsdottir and Matthew
Nelson, and Phillips Professor of Religion Tom
Tracy.
Each of the four faculty members will deliv¬
er a short speech and then open up the room to
questions. “I think primarily we’re just inter¬
ested in hearing about what the campus com¬
munity is thinking about this really important
issue, and this [forum] will allow them to artic¬
ulate their concerns, their aspirations and will
structure the conversation so they can figure
out the core issues and focus on them,” said
Nelson.
Asgeirsdottir’s speech will deal primarily
with how intelligence was handled, sovereign¬
ty, and how justified the United States is in
going into another nation and taking down its
government. “I think what the recent hearings
in D.C. have shown us is that there really was¬
n’t much evidence of WMD. In my mind there
doesn’t seem to have been a lot of intelligence
on what the role of Saddam was on Iraqi life,
and therefore we could not see what his
removal would do to Iraqi life,” said
Asgeirsdottir. “It seems to have been a rela¬
tively big intelligence failure and I want to dis¬
cuss the issue of why we didn’t have the
knowledge when in hindsight we probably
should have.”
Nelson’s speech will concern how the
Muslim world is reacting to the events after
September 11. “Muslims feel that despite the
See IRAQ, p.8
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News in Brief
BATES
Last weekend, members of the Brooks
Quimby Debate Council attended their last
tournament before Nationals (this weekend,
April 9-11). At the tournament, which took
place at Clark University, the team walked
away with the first, fourth and fifth place
speakers in the Novice bracket, as well as a
sixth place speaker in the Varsity bracket. In a
separate.“teams” category, Bates also won first
and second place in the Novice bracket and
second place in the Varsity bracket. These
recent wins mean Bates will be sending four
teams to Nationals this weekend, tying the
team with the University of Maryland.
In an effort to reduce toxic emissions, 49
Students in Econ 222, “Environmental
Economics,” recently raised enough money to
prevent nine tons of Sulfur Dioxide (S02)
from entering our atmosphere. Every year, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sells
pollution permits to keep the rate of pollution
to a minimum. Every year, environmental
groups across the country attempt to raise
money to buy the permits, which are then
“retired” (not used). Each permit allows one
ton of S02 to enter the atmosphere. Between
2001 and 2003, the class had retired only three
permits. The University of Maryland School
of Law and affiliated organizations purchased
75 permits, the most of any college in the U.S.
Bates, with 12, purchased the second most per¬
mits.

NESCAC
BRUNSWICK, Me. - An electrical mal¬
function of a light switch set the press box at
Bowdoin’s Whittier Field ablaze several weeks
ago. Authorities believe the fire may have
been caused by prolonged neglect considering
that the press box has been unused since the
end of the Bowdoin football season in
November. The Brunswick Fire Department
had trouble combating the fire due to the height
of the press box. “We were very fortunate to
have been alerted to the fire’s existence quick¬
ly on the night that it occurred... the fire
department was able to rapidly contain the
blaze to the press box area [resulting] in less
damage caused by the fire,” said Bowdoin
Director of Safety and Security Bruce Boucher.
It is still unknown when the press box will be
rebuilt.

LOCAL
LEWISTON, Me. - Lewiston recently
received a $200,000 federal grant from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
train up to 80 residents to clean up the local
environment. Lewiston was one of 16 cities
nationwide to receive a grant from the EPA.
The grant will be used to fund a two-year train¬
ing program to qualify local workers in envi¬
ronmental cleanup methods. Employees will
be trained in lead and asbestos management
and removal as well as hazardous waste haul¬
ing. The new jobs will pay between $12 and
$13 an hour, according to local officials.
LEWISTON, Me. - 77 people in 7 teams
took part in a “treasure hunt” to benefit
Lewiston’s Public Theater last Saturday. The
77 participants paid money to participate in the
game. The teams piled into limos and solved
clues which led them around the city. The
game, that lasted from 2:00 to 4:30, raked in an
estimated $5,500 for Lewiston’s Public
Theater. Each team had 12 clues to solve. An
awards ceremony was held a few hours later at
the theater. The theater plans to make this an
annual event.

COLLEGE
WASHINGTON, DC - With a vote of 2-1,
the Georgetown University Student
Association Constitutional Council recently
overturned the results of their February elec¬
tion declaring Kelley Hampton ’05 and Luis
Torres ’05 president- and vice president¬
elect of the Student Association. Hampton
and Torres, who received the majority vote,
were not allowed to accept their positions
because they surpassed their campaigning
budget by $4.

Catching up with...
ELIZABETH TACKSON
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
To some, volunteering is an occasional
habit, something done once a week or a few
times a month to throw on a resume and talk
about.
For Elizabeth Jackson, one of two senior
Student Volunteer Fellows, it is something
that has defined her life at Bates. Naturally,
she doesn’t think it’s that big of a deal.
“There was never any moment I really got
motivated,” said Jackson, a Durham, NH res¬
ident. “It has just been almost like a natural
progression. I was directly involved for
three years beforehand, and now it became
my turn to start recruiting, training, and
increasing the opportunities these programs
have. It was just the next step.”
Her role as a Fellow has extended to
Lewiston, Auburn and beyond.
“We are in charge of involving students
with community projects, volunteer events,
mentoring and literacy programs, and doing
community work in low income housing,”
she explained.
As for specific projects the list, according
to Jackson, is endless. She mentions the
Longley Mentoring Program, the Montello
Reading Club, and the Blake Street Towers, a
project that works with the lowest income
Lewiston housing in an effort to build a com¬
munity within the housing complex. She
brings up the Maine People’s Alliance, the
Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
Coalition, and talks about work within the
Somali community.
To top it off, the volunteer program at

Bates is expanding.
“Bates is actually known for having one of
the best service-learning volunteer programs
out of comparable schools. We are one of the
first to have a student-run volunteer program
through fellowships. Additionally, this is the
first year that every opportu¬
nity we have advertised we
have had more people
respond than we could
accept. Usually in the
past we couldn’t get
enough.”
Her work through
volunteering inspired
Jackson, a sociology
major with a minor
in Spanish and
anthropology, to do
an Honors thesis
examining how
volunteering is
affected on the
global
scale
through
transnational corpora¬
tions.
“It’s kind of a long title,” jokes Jackson.
“Officially, it’s the Role of NonGovernmental
Organizations
in
Transnational Social Movements: An
Examination of the FTAA.”
Not surprisingly, with the long title, her
thesis finished out at 148 pages. Also not
surprisingly, she won her Honors defense.
“It was definitely a lot of work, as you can
imagine,” says Jackson, who spent the past
couple months hibernating in the computer

labs of Pettengill. “I spent more time on it
than I have on any other one thing in my
life.”
Comparing it back to her work as a volun¬
teer Fellow, a position she shares with senior
John Scott Johnson and sophomores Chris
Casey and Katie Seamon, Jackson is quick to
find similarities.
“Both examine different groups of
people sometimes margin¬
alized, the the¬
sis looking
at disparity
on interna¬
tional level.
At the same
time, I do the
local work to
sort of meld
groups together
too, and that cre¬
ates more of a com¬
munity sense. They
are connected on dif¬
ferent scales, I would
definitely say.”
Jackson is excited to
continue her service
work in the future. This
summer, she is traveling
to China to participate in a program where
she will teach English to local students.
After that, she hopes to end up in
Washington, D.C., furthering her explo¬
ration of international sustainable develop¬
ment.
“It’s been a very intense experience at
Bates,” she notes, “but definitely amazing.”

Bates security report: 3/14 - 4/4
Campus sees rise in narcotics and liquor law violations
Burglary
03-21-04 - A resident of Herrick House
reported that a large amount of cash was
stolen from his room. The incident took place
on 03-18-03. The Lewiston Police were
advised of the incident.
03-20-04 - A student reported that his jack¬
et was taken from the Coat Room located in
Chase Hall.
03-20-04 - A student reported that his wal¬
let was taken from the Chase Lounge located
in Chase Hall.
03-20-04 - A student reported that his wal¬
let was taken from the Chase Lounge located
in Chase Hall.
03-26-04 - A student reported that her cell
phone was taken from her book bag while she
was in the Cardio Room at Merrill Gym.
Narcotics Laws
03-18-04 - A resident of Holmes House was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of Narcotics Laws.
03-20-04 - Two students and a visitor were
observed smoking marijuana inside a motor
vehicle parked at the John Bertram Parking
Lot. The students were referred to the Dean of
Students. The visitor was issued a Criminal
Trespass Warning.
03-20-04 - A resident of Parker Hall was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of Narcotics Laws.
03-20-04 - A resident of Wilson House was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of Narcotics Laws.
03-30-04 - A resident of Wentworth Adams
was referred to the Dean of Students for viola¬
tion of Narcotics Laws.
Liquor Laws
03-20-04 - Two students were referred to
the Dean of Students for violation of Liquor
Laws outside the Gray Cage. A visitor was
also cited.
03-20-04 A student was referred to the Dean

of Students for violation of Liquor Laws
inside the Alumni Gym.
03-20-04 - A student was referred to the
Dean of Students for violation of Liquor Laws
inside the Gray Cage.
03-25-04 - A resident of Smith Hall South
was referred to the Dean of Students for viola¬
tion of State Liquor Laws.
03-26-04 - Two students were referred to
the Dean of Students for violations of State
Liquor Laws at the Mays Center.
03-27-04 - Six students were referred to the
Dean of Students for violations of State
Liquor Laws at the John Bertram Turf Field.
04-03-04 - Two students were referred to
the Dean of Students for violations of State
Liquor Laws outside of Wilson House.
Liquor Policy
03-19-04 - Two students were referred to
the Dean of Students for violations of the
College Liquor Policy.
03-26-04 - Two students were referred to
the Dean of Students for violation of the
College Liquor Policy at the Mays Center.
Criminal Trespass
03-19-04 - Officers issued a Criminal
Trespass Warning to a Lewiston resident who
was in possession of marijuana outside of
John Bertram Hall.
03-26-04 - A Portland resident was issued a
Criminal Trespass Warning after being located
in the Moody House Lounge.
Criminal Mischief
03-14-04 - The first floor hallway and
lounge of Pierce House was damaged during
the weekend.
03-15-04 - Wires to the computer network
system were cut inside the first floor hallway
of Rand Hall. This affected the network serv¬
ices to three resident’s computers.
03-17-04 - A student reported that a toilet
paper dispenser had been damaged in the first

floor men’s bathroom of Rand Hall.
03-20-04 - Residents of Smith Hall report¬
ed that there was numerous damage through¬
out the dorm, which took place over the week¬
end.
03-21-04 - A fire extinguisher was expelled
in the first floor hallway of Smith Middle.
04-03-04 - A small stained glass located on
the side door of the Chapel was broken.
04-04-04 - A student reported minor flood¬
ing in the first floor hallway of Smith Middle.
An individual unscrewed the drain to the radi¬
ator, which caused the flooding.
Dorm Damage
04-04-04 - A student reported the bath¬
rooms on the first and second floor of Village
One were left in disarray after a blue-slipped
party was held in the first floor lounge.
04-04-04 - An Officer reported that the ceil¬
ing tiles located in the first floor hallway of
John Bertram Hall was damaged and missing.
A ceiling light cover was also damaged.
Neighborhood Complaint
03-14-04 - Lewiston Police spoke to the
residents of 75 Elm Street due to complaints
of loud music being played. They were told to
turn the music off. The incident took place at
3:19 a.m.
03-27-04 - Lewiston Police responded to
254 Oak Street to investigate a noise com¬
plaint. The residents of the apartment were
spoken to.
04-03-04 - Lewiston Police went to 77
Nichols Street and advised the residents to
keep the loud music that they were playing
down. They were issued a disorderly conduct
warning. The incident took place at 12:17 a.m.
04-03-04 - Lewiston Police went to 77
Nichols Street for a second time after receiv¬
ing complaints about loud noise. A resident of
the apartment was issued a summons for fur¬
nishing liquor to a minor. The incident took
place at 3:29 a.m.
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A look at minoring in education
STUDENT TEACHING
Continued from p. 1
over five hours a day teaching at a school 40
minutes from Lewiston. Bryan’s outlook on
teaching and the education system has com¬
pletely changed since she entered the program
at Bates.
“I don’t think people realize how intense
teaching can be,” says Bryan. “Xou have to
learn how to present yourself to people who
are sometimes only three years younger than
you, prepare lessons for each class, and know
how to deal with kids who sometimes have
awful situations...it’s all really difficult.”
Bryan, who wasn’t really interested in teach¬
ing as a career until she arrived at Bates, plans
to teach at Hebron Academy beginning next
fall, where she will teach Spanish at the high
school level.
Marcia Reinauer, a sophomore minoring in
educational studies, does not plan to teach
directly after leaving Bates, but still puts in 30
hours of classroom time in a semester for each
education class she takes. She has worked at
Lewiston High School and several of the local
elementary schools and has even developed a
full classroom curriculum as part of her expe¬
rience. The hours she spends in the classroom
or “field” take much of what would be her

spare time.
“It’s a lot of work; it’s like taking two cours¬
es because of all of your time in the field. I’m
not going for certification, but I still have to
spend a lot of time in the classroom to minor in
educational studies. I really don’t know how
people handle more than one education class in
a semester, that really requires so much work,
but there are people who do it.”

“Sometimes they can
get really aggressive
about it. They always
tell me that I must be
‘loaded’ if I’m going to
Bates.”
With this work comes challenges. Teachers
and students in the Lewiston area are not
always receptive to Bates students and their
efforts in the classroom. Reinauer says they
often have developed the “rich kid stereotype”
about people from the College. “They don’t
always consider that we might have had to
work really hard to get here,” says Reinauer.
“But overall, I think that the schools have

learned to appreciate the Bates students’ help
in the community.”
Bryan, who teaches outside of the LewistonAuburn community, also finds socioeconomic
issues to sometimes interfere.
“I've had problems with a lot of my stu¬
dents assuming that I’m really rich,” says
Bryan. “Sometimes they can get really aggres¬
sive about it. They always tell me that I must
be ‘loaded’ if I’m going to Bates.”
Along with facing the challenges of the
classroom on a daily basis, students like
Reinauer and Bryan also complete research
papers and field journals for their education
classes.
“I’ve turned in more printed pages this
semester than I’ll probably ever do for even
my thesis,” says Reinauer. “It’s a minor that
takes a lot of work and keeps you very busy.”
Despite the work required, students seeking a
minor in education build personal relationships
with young people within the local community
and are able to see firsthand what it means to be
a teacher. Because of this, they recognize the
many rewards this experience brings them.
“Even though it’s really challenging, I would
say that people who minor in education enjoy
giving something back to this community,”
says Reinauer. “It makes you happy to make
even the smallest difference in a child’s life.”

Professors prepare for Wednesday forum on Iraq
IRAQ
Continued from p. 7
comments that come from the White House and
members of Congress that this is not a war
against Islam, I think that many people are real¬
ly quite concerned that it may be and I think
they’re worried that the Bush administration
isn’t doing enough apart from occasional com¬
ments to suggest that in practice it’s not,” said
Nelson.
Asgiersdottir, not being a native of the
United States sees part of her role in this forum

as providing insight to how Europeans view
American foreign policy since September 11.
“There is a huge difference between what the
U.S. can and cannot do in the world and should
and should not do. Before the war started there
was a prominent discussion about the divide
between the U.S. and Europeans on matters of
foreign policy and that divide has not gone
away even though we don’t read about it any¬
more,” said Asgiersdottir.
This forum comes at a time when the major¬
ity of hostilities have concluded while coali¬
tion deaths continue to rise. As of April 2,

thought about graduate school in Boston? ]

according to CNN, there have been 704 coali¬
tion deaths and 3,457 U.S. troops have been
wounded. “Monitoring press coverage isn’t
enough... what’s important is taking a step
back and looking at the implications as far as
our academic enterprises are concerned, and
second looking at our own presumptions about
the way the world works, and seeing how this
conflict changes those, and I don’t think press
coverage satisfies either of those at either of
those two levels and an institution like Bates is
set up to satisfy precisely those two levels,”
said Nelson.

PROFESSOREMERITUS OF
MATHEMATICS DIES
SAMPSON
Continued from p. 1
just as important,” he said. “Abstract math is
probably more important in the long run....
The abstract mathematician never knows
when his work will become applied math.”
Sampson was born in Newton, Mass., in
1922 and earned his B.S. at Bowdoin in 1944.
He studied at MIT in 1943 and earned his first
master’s degree, in education, at Tufts
University in 1947. Through 1950 he taught at
the Franklin Institute of Technology in
Boston, following up the experience with an
M.A. in mathematics at Boston University in
1951. Until 1951, when he was appointed at
Bates, he taught at The New Preparatory
School in Cambridge, Mass.
Each year the Sampson Lecture Fund, set
up in his honor at Bates, sponsors a campus
visit by a prominent mathematician. The
Sampson Lecturer typically presents an after¬
noon research seminar for the mathematics
department and a lecture for a general audi¬
ence in the evening.
Sampson is survived by a son and daughterin-law, Stephen Byers Sampson and Elisa
Hurley of Bar Harbor, and three grandchil¬
dren. He was predeceased by his wife, Jean
Byers Sampson, and a son, Caleb Sampson.
A brief memorial service will be held on
Tuesday, April 13, at 2 p.m. at the Blue Hill
Congregational Church, 22 Tenney Hill, Blue
Hill. There will be no calling hours or inter¬
ment ceremony.
In lieu of flowers, the Sampson family
requests that gifts be made in his memory to
Bates College, c/o Office of College
Advancement, 2 Andrews Road, Lewiston
ME 04240.
The family plans a gathering in his honor at
a later date.
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• innovative and expanded scholarship and
financial aid opportunities for full and parttime programs.

SESSION I
SESSION II

Bioinformatics, Biotechnology
Business, Accounting
Computer Science
Criminal Justice
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July 12 to August 6
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• Open enrollment for
college undergraduates
& postgraduates
high school juniors & seniors
auditors

Most part-time masters programs are rolling admissions, so apply early!
Register to attend one of our graduate information sessions at our Boston campus.
Learn about our programs, how to apply, scholarship and financial aid information,
meet Graduate School Representatives and take a tour of the campus.
March 23, 2004: 6:00pm - 7:30pm

Writing and mathematics courses for
high school juniors & seniors

April 21, 2004: 6:00pm - 7:30pm

C0-EDUC4TI0NA
For more information, a list of online
chat events, or to RSVP for an event:
Visit - www.grad.neu.edu
Call - 1.617.373.5899
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Arts & Entertainment

IMPRESSIONIST GOOD, NOT FANTASTIC
by KARA DIETRICH
STAFF WRITER
We are in full-blown crunch time at
Bates—that time when planning dinner
involves careful consideration of how to
secure a computer in the library (good
luck) and study groups are the best form
of socialization until finals are over.
Realizing we need laughter almost as
much as sleep, the Student Activities
Office brought acclaimed funny man Jeff
Burghart to the Silo Friday night.
Burghart, who has appeared on Star
Search, Comedy Central, and Premium
Blend, is a self-proclaimed Uncle Eddie
lookalike with a knack for celebrity
impressions and zany jokes. The Texas
native started off the evening doing Ozzy
Osborne, walking around shouting
“Sharon” and numerous incomprehensible
See COMEDIAN, p.ll

Matt Murphy
Beer Critic

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Jeff Burghart at his comedy show last weekend.

World Music Weekend brings
Gamelan performance to Olin
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER
The Balinese religious and social traditional
music Gamelan showed up at Bates this week¬
end in a big way on Sunday, April 4, when the
M.I.T. based group Gamelan Galak Tika filled
Olin Arts Center both literally and figuratively
with incense. This eerie music, comprised of
syncopated rhythms where two people play
individual parts that blend together to form
what sounds like it’s coming from only one
instrument, is incredibly difficult to do. That
being said, Gamelan Galak Tika seems to do it
without breaking a sweat, missing a note, and
with unbelievable speed.
Gamelan music comes from the word “to
hammer,” which is fitting considering the
music is primarily made by hitting metal plates
with hammer-like sticks.
The 30-member
metal orchestra contains a wide array of distinct
instruments. Each of the five different ‘ham¬
mering’ instruments has different-sized sheets
to create vastly different sounds, and each
base’s wood design is beautifully ornate. The

guest artist, I Nyoman Catra, played a twosided drum which kept the beat going as the
hammers, hand-cymbals, gongs, bamboo flute,
and dancers were all busy creating their own
flurries of music and art.
The music itself is difficult to describe, it has
an eerie eastern Hindu feel to it, sounds like
one would expect incense to sound. Gamelan
Galak Tika is nothing if not impressive. The
beats that they produce are so fast that the ham¬
mers look like a blur, and to imagine that those
hammers have to be in exact timing with some¬
one else’s in order to produce any kind of
coherent rhythm at all is amazing.
The first piece of the six piece set, called
“The Bait,” composed by band manager Sean
Mannion, started the audience off feeling like
they were at a religious ceremony, and slowly
crescendoed into a beat so fast that it was hard
to tap your foot too. Part of the appeal of the
music, however, is just how eerie it all sounds,
as though it’s always trying to make the audi¬
ence discover something or realize some
impending doom. This feeling was transferred
perfectly into the dancers.

Yo La Tengo rocks Bates
by JOHN HAMLIN

Shipyards Light Ale:
everybody’s got a little
light under the sun

do I know this? Because I was not just offered
the opportunity, but asked, to help set up the
STAFF WRITER
show. That’s right, we hung out, we listened to
If you weren’t in the Gray Cage Saturday the sound check, we even played basketball
night, you can call your parents right now and with them.
tell them that you’ve wasted 4 years and
If you didn’t go to the show, let me fill in the
$150,000. When the Roots opened for Beck in blanks. Imagine your favorite band. Now forget
’97 I had a good time. But
all about them and
last night was...WOW. I
imagine something
haven’t smiled this much
good. SPIN maga¬
“.Ira was like Bob
since I fell in love. I wan¬
zine described them
dered around like an idiot Dylan possessed by the as “a Bergman film
for about an hour after the
set in a Hoboken
ghost of Hendrix.
show. I even made Ira sign
record store: abstract
Georgia and James’s and intimate, sweet¬
my ticket.
They opened with
ly whispering, rag¬
rhythm section is like ing
Autumn Sweater. If the
like a distant
words Yo La Tengo mean
the world’s best drum thunderstorm.” I
anything to you, I can just
thought that was
stop now. At this point I machine with the soul great writing until I
should point out that Ira, of a wise old man. It’s heard Yo La Tengo
James and Georgia are not
and real¬
that perfect, and that inizedconcert
“rock stars,” they are the
it was flat and
kind of people that don’t
meaningless. It may
human.”
look cool, that actually
be as close as one
seem to know what cool
can come to describ¬
is, and are ready to share it with anyone who ing something that embodies it’s own medium
will listen to them play. Speaking as someone so perfectly that it defies explication in any
who got beat up a lot as a kid, it made me glad other. It’s like trying to describe a sunset in
to see three people I could actually relate to on
See TENGO, p.ll
stage, being so heartbreakingly awesome. How

In the second piece, “Panyembrama,” two
Galak Tika dancers, Rebecca Zook and Denok
Istart, performed a dance where their move¬
ments switched immediately from pure fluidity,
to how one would imagine an ancient stone to
dance. Both dancers brilliantly showcased the
quick, sharp head movements, darting eyes,
and shaking that seems to be a staple of
Balinese dancing.
Gamelan Galak Tika enjoyed showing off
their own performers works. The fifth piece
was actually composed by Zook and started off
as a very basic example of Balinese music, and
then proceeded to prove that initial response
utterly incorrect. This, the fastest piece, also
showed off an incredible amount of not just
abrupt starts and stops, but also abrupt changes
in the volume of the music.
Galak Tika’s performance showed up on a
rainy day in Maine and brought in a little taste
of eastern Hindu meditation. It’s a thing that if
it ever returns - or if the Bates Javanese style
Gamelan group performs - is not to be missed.

This week, Maine forced me to scrap my
Allagash Four article and write about
Shipyard’s Light Ale instead. How did Maine
dictate what beer I drank? Good question, I’m
asking myself that too, but living in Maine
constantly forces me to relinquish what I want
because in certain instances the choice simply
isn’t there. I’m used to getting those national¬
ly advertised products on television a month or
two later, for example, a new toothbrush that
polishes my teeth, but I figured I’d be able to
get a Maine-produced product on the day of its
release. I was looking forward to this Maine
limited-edition beer. Allagash is brewed in
Portland and I explicitly expressed my interest
in Allagash Four to my beer contact at Florians
Market (the best beer store in L/A). So at
times, Maine as a Vacationland rejects materi¬
alism, causing me to wait for new innovative
products.
Honestly, I was blindsided and hurt that
Allagash wouldn’t have their new beer every¬
where in Maine, especially on 4/4/04, because
that was the whole marketing theme of the
beer. Maybe this shouldn’t be the biggest deal,
but I suffered, as my afternoon set of the Cure
quickly became a set of calming Enya. I
thought I might have to review a non-Maine
beer, but then I saw Shipyard’s Light Ale in the
Supermarket.
Some microbrewers have
noticed the light beer trend and scoffed at the
idea, such at Stone Brewery from San Diego,
while others have started to brew light beer.
Now, I’m not on a low carb diet so I can’t write
about its exact science, but if McDonalds can
offer its tasty product and be low-carb, I could¬
n’t help but wonder if beer companies could do
the same thing.
The problem with fight beer is that fight usu¬
ally means less flavor. If you add less barley
and hops to a beer, the beer has fewer calories.
See LIGHT, p.ll

At Bates and in the Area
Tuesday. April 6
Friday, April 9
- 8:00 p.m., Gannett Theatre: the
Advanced Voice and Speech class
will be giving their final perform¬
ance.
Wednesday. Arpril 7
4:30 p.m., Colby College:
Sculptor Jim Osmer will give a lec¬
ture. Call 872-3233 for more infor¬
mation.
- 7:00 p.m., Skelton Lounge: there
will be a forum, “United States and
Iraq.”
Thursday. April 8
- Portland Museum of Art: the
exhibit “Calico & Chintz: Early
American
Quilts
from
the
Smithsonian
American
Art
Museum” opens.
- 7:30 p.m., Portland Performing
Arts Center Studio Theater: Franco
Fry will be performed. Tickets are
$12 for students. Call 766-3386 for
more information.

- 3:00 p.m., Colby College: there
will be an opening reception for
the Student Art Exhibition. Call
872-3228 for more information.
- 8:00 p.m., Portland Performing
Arts Center Studio Theater: Franco
Fry will be performed. Tickets are
$12 for students. Call 766-3386 for
more information.
Saturday. April 10
- 8:00 p.m., Portland Performing
Arts Center Studio Theater: Franco
Fry will be performed. Tickets are
$12 for students. Call 766-3386 for
more information.
Sunday. April 11
- 7:00 p.m., Portland Performing
Arts Center Studio Theater: Franco
Fry will be performed. Tickets are
$12 for students. Call 766-3386 for
more information.
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Nas: Still lllmaticl SENIOR THEATRE PERFORMANCE: Success is hard
TOUCHING AND HILARIOUS
to hold on to
Bernie Herlyn

by BEN BOWERS
STAFF WRITER

Music Columnist

If you are a fan of hip-hop, chances are
you own, or have heard, a copy of Nas’
Illmatic, a hip-hop classic. So you might
get a little confused when Sony decides to
release a “10 Year Anniversary Platinum
Series” edition of the album. A marketing
scheme, perhaps? There’s nothing differ¬
ent about Illmatic itself, except that it has
been digitally remastered, even though
anyone could attest that it sounds exactly
the same as the original.
Tracks like “N.Y. State of Mind,” “The
World is Yours,” “It Ain’t Hard to Tell,”
and AZ’s classic verse on “Life’s a Bitch”
will never get old. And this is one of the
most dense and compact albums of all
Julia Rice/The Bates Student
time, so even after such a long run Illmatic
still sounds fresh and original.
Cooper on stage during her thesis performance last weekend.
So what is the point of buying this one if
you already have the original from 1994?
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
her alien friends (Trudy has apparently
Gimmick or not, the album includes a sec¬
befriended some aliens since becoming
ARTS EDITOR
ond disc with four remixes and two previ¬
mad, and she has taken it upon herself to
ously unreleased tracks, “On the Real” ;
Last weekend Bates student Saida
make sure that they have a good time while
and “Star Wars.” Are these few extras | Cooper acted out the one-woman show The
visiting earth). At other times, she goes
worth shelling out fifteen dollars? Let’s
Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the
into “trances” where she is mysteriously
find out.
Universe as her thesis performance. The
able to tune into other peoples’ lives for
The first track to be chopped up is
hilarious play, which was originally writ¬
various lengths of time.
“Life’s a Bitch,” remixed by Rockwilder.
ten for the hilarious Lily Tomlin to per¬
Through these trances, the audience
He uses looping strings and R&B-esque
form, is a touching look at just how messed
comes
to meet the play’s other characters:
beats to lace AZ and Nas’ verses, but it
up American society can get, and Cooper
a
punky
teen with family issues, a newly
sounds almost too campy and forced to
did a phenomenal job as the show’s sole
sexually liberated housewife, a hardwork¬
place it above the original beat co-proactress.
ing ditz, a bored rich woman, and a couple
duced by L.E.S. and Nas.
The set for the play was amazing.
of prostitutes. Cooper moves between
“The World is Yours,” produced by the
Complete with street signs, the statue of characters flawlessly, using different voic¬
Vibesmen, blends a catchy piano loop with
liberty, and a bag lady, the set conveyed the
es, postures, accents and mannerisms to
a generic, uninspiring drum beat, and the
New York City setting, while at the same
portray each character’s unique quirks and
new piano loop fails to capture the same
time adding a bit of confusion to the back¬
insecurities. By the end, almost all of the
effect as the original. The same goes for
ground that perfectly reflected the con¬
characters are tied together in one way or
“One Love” and “It Ain’t Hard to Tell,”
fused state of Trudy, the main character.
another, making all of their stories more
both produced by Nick “Fury.” The for¬
Though there was only one actor on
moving.
mer lacks the quality of Q-Tip’s beat, and
stage, there were several different charac¬
Helping to tie everything together were
the latter has a similar fate. The recurring
ters. The focus of the play is on Trudy, a
the sound and light board operators, James
pattern of all of these remixes is that the
bag lady who has gone crazy and is proud
Tuttle and Michael Philbrick, respectively.
producers have adopted too much of the
of it. She humorously tells the audience all
Their excellent work made for seamless
saturated production found in most current
about her former life as a creative consult¬
transitions between characters, as did
mainstream rap. It is undeniable that the } ant for major companies, and her gradual
Cooper’s ability to switch from one accent
beats of the original would be hard to sur- j decline into madness. However, she
to another in mere seconds. This skill was
pass, and the results of the mostly j believes that mad people are really just
made apparent in the prostitute scene of the
unknown producers only prove this point.
more connected to the truth than their
play, during which Cooper acted out a con¬
The CD closes out with the two previ¬
“sane” counterparts, and so she happily
versation that involved two prostitutes
ously unreleased tracks included with the
tells the audience about some of the truths
with two distinct personalities.
album. The first, “On the Real,” fares
that she has learned.
Though most of the play was funny,
much better than any of the remixes, but
These truths are revealed in a number of there were some very sad parts, which is to '
ways. Sometimes Trudy directly tells the
See NAS, p.ll
See PLAY, p.ll
audience about some of the “findings” of

If ever there was a tough act to follow,
Norah Jones,
after winning eight
Grammies for her debut album Come Away
with Me (including best new album, best
new artist, and best new song), found her¬
self between a rock and a hard place as
expectations and anticipation levels for
her second album rose to a boiling point.
Now finally released, it is obvious that
Feels like Home, though intelligent and
unique, could not fill the golden shoes left
behind by
its Grammy-clad older sibling, and thus is
destined to be remembered in the shadow
of greatness.
With that verdict stated and out of the
way, one mustn't rush too quickly through
the sentencing portion of the trial. Jones
still sticks to her trademark formula in her
new album, using light down tempo guitar
and piano melodies overlaid by her soft
country tinged vocals on tracks such as
“Sunrise,” the cover of Tom Wait’s “The
Long Way Home,” and “Creepin’ In.” The
only noticeable change between her two
albums involves a slight shift in influence
between her former jazz-driven sound
heard on Come Away with Me, to a more
blues oriented sound found on Feels like
Home. This change fits well on tracks
such as “Carnival Town” and “The
Prettiest Thing,” but sadly tends to make
the album somewhat repetitive overall as
much of the unique elegance of Come
Away with Me's light jazz piano has been
exchanged for droning blues guitar
chords.
The album however does receive some
help from a variety of guest artists includ¬
ing Dolly Parton, Levon Helm, Jesse
Harris, Robert Burger and Tony Scherr, all
of whom add solidity and name recogni¬
tion where Norah cannot to the bluesbased tone of the album.
Though Feels like Home may not be
Norah Jones’ best work to date, it is still a
solid album that possesses a maturity well
beyond Jones’ 25 years and shows off the
variety of style she is capable of. I give
the album three out of five stars and sug¬
gest that anyone interested in
seeing the modern face of blues give it a
try.

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
Amelie (2001)
A Jean-Pierre Jeunet film
With Audrey Tautou and Mathieu Kassovitz.
The Plot:
A shy young waitress named Amelie (Tautou) one day finds a box of treasures that belonged to a young boy years ago. She
hunts him down and reunites him with his favorite toys from the past, and when she sees how happy it makes him, she
decides to help others find happiness. Little does she know that her own life is about to be improved by Nino (Kassovitz), a
quirky young man who just might be her soulmate.
The Lowdown:
This is the happiest movie I’ve ever had the pleasure to watch. I’ve heard people say that after watching it, they wanted to go
out and hug the first person they saw. Taking place in Paris, the setting is beautiful. The acting is great, the plot is adorable,
and the occasional funny and bizarre scenes scattered throughout keep the film from being too gushily happy. It’s a truly
charming movie, and is guaranteed to make you smile.

JEAN-PettJEtMT

Quotation:
Amelie (to her father, testing to see if he’s paying attention): “I had two heart attacks, an abortion, did crack...while I was
pregnant. Other than that, I’m fine.”
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One-woman-show
delights audiences
PLAY
Continued from p. 10
be expected in a play that means to be a
social commentary on the problems of the
world. Cooper conveyed the sarcasm per¬
fectly, but she also played the sad parts in
a way that made them chilling and a little
uncomfortable to watch. She was never too
ov.ertly sad on stage; it was up to the audi¬
ence to take in what was happening and
process the meaning behind it all.
The end of the play was not especially
sad, nor was it funny, and it was probably
the weakest part of the show, though it was
by no means bad. It simply lacked the bit¬
ing sarcasm or harsh judgments on society
that was abundant throughout the rest of
the play and as a result seemed a little out
of place. Cooper, however, remained mag¬
nificent throughout, unabashedly display¬
ing her talent and comfort on the stage.
Overall, The Search for Signs of Intelligent
Life in the Universe was a delight, making
us laugh, forcing us to shed an occasional
tear, and letting everyone in attendance
enjoy the talent and humor of one of Bates’
best actors.

Comedian Jeff
Burghart
lightens up the Silo
COMEDIAN
Continued from p. 9

Yo La Tengo: the best show Bates has ever seen
TENGO
Continued from p. 9
words. Allmusic.com lists their tone as:
“Circular, Intimate, Soothing, Trippy, Playful,
Ethereal, Spring-like, Autumnal, Wry,
Bittersweet, Hypnotic and Nocturnal.” Thenmusic has an emotional power that makes your
favorite “singer songwriter” seem like a phony,
and the ass-kicking, rock-your-socks-off power
to match any metal band. Yo La Tengo is in
possession of three of the most devastatingly
comforting voices in all of music. Each and
every song is a sugar-coated punch in the soul.
When they played “I Heard You Looking” I
shat myself, wept and saw God. Ira was like
Bob Dylan possessed by the ghost of Hendrix.
Georgia and James’s rhythm section is like the
world’s best drum machine with the soul of a
wise old man. It’s that perfect, and that human.
As raging and powerful as that song was, they

phrases. Judging from the laughter, the
audience enjoyed the surprisingly true
depiction of MTV’s favorite family man.
Burghart didn’t stick to just impres¬
sions, however, to keep the crowd capti¬
vated. He joked about everything from
southern rednecks to the cold Maine
weather. As with most comedians, he was
quick to make fun of himself. And, also
like previous Bates performers, he
cracked some jokes about the always
present Keith Tannenbaum. He spent a lot
of time talking with the crowd, asking
questions and making light of various onthe-job horror stories. The real topper, or
line crosser if you will, was a suggestive
NAS
Pepsi commercial parody with a particu¬
Continued
from p.10
larly popular Britney Spears impression.
While funny, Burghart was certainly not ;
with legendary producer Marley Marl on
my favorite comic to visit Bates. A few
the turntables, that is to be expected. The
students opted to leave early, perhaps
track makes up for the shortcomings of the
because the show
remixes, as Nas laces the beat with a
never really got off
smooth flow.
the ground.
His
With the thumping beats made by Large
impressions
of
Professor on Illmatic (“Halftime,” “One
everyone from Jack
Nicolson to Arnold. Time 4 Your Mind,” “It Ain’t Hard to
Tell”), one would hope that ten years later
Schwarzenegger to
Large Professor could still deliver on “Star
Bill Cosby and
Wars.” Nas shines with his stories about
even Bernie Mac
the downsides of fame and the tension that
were entertaining,
arises between rappers, alluding to his
but not necessarily
own beef with Jay-Z, the Ice Cube and
side ripping. As a
Common feud of the I990’s, and even
free
distraction
Movie Times Effective Fri. 4/9 Through Tues. 4/15
more subliminal references to 2pac and
from academics, on
Biggie. “You think in all it’s just rhymin’//
the other hand, the
The Alamo (PG13)
1:00, 4:00,7:00,9:40,
But all this time, it’s like organized crime
show seemed to
and for instance// there was a time when
please the people
Whole Ten Yards (PG13)
12:45, 3:00,5:05,7:20,9:25,
who braved the
Ella Enchanted (PG)
12:55,3:00, 5:00,7:10, 9:15
rain to see it.
For those who
The Girl Next Door (R)
1:15,4:15, 7:25, 9:45,
missed his antics
The Passion of the Christ (R)
1:25,6:55
or
want
more
laughs, Burghart
Scooby Poo 2 (PG)
12:50,2:50, 4:50,7:00,
LIGHT
has a new CD out
Home on the Range (PG)
1:05,3:05,5:10,7:05, 8:50
Continued from p. 9
called
I
Tease
Because I Love
Secret Window (PG13)
9:00
which
includes
All light beers will have less calories than reg¬
Hellboy (Exclusive!) (PG13)
1:20,4:05, 7:10,9:40
over an hour of
ular beers. The promise of the same taste with
live routines. You
Jersey Girl (PG13)
4:20,9:30
fewer calories sounds great to me. I want to be
can purchase it
able to swim a few laps, get out of the pool and
The Prince and Me (PG)
1:10,4:10, 7:15,9:30
online at his web¬
drink a beer, without worrying about an extra
site
www.jeffWalking Tall (PG 13)
12:55, 2:55,4:55,7:30 9:20
inch of fat covering my abdominals. There’s a
burghart.com.
kernel of truth behind beer bellies, as long as

never over-did anything. My ears didn’t ring
when the show was over, and every time I
began to be overwhelmed, they seemed to
know, and slowed down to give me time to
catch my breath and think about what was hap¬
pening.
Yo La Tengo plays a lot of covers, and when
they do, they turn old songs into something
completely new and insane. They took requests
from the crowd for their encore, starting with a
cage-shaking version of Jackson Browne’s
“Somebody’s Baby.” That song has always
been kind of a guilty pleasure of mine. They
made me realize why I’ve always loved it.
The night ended perfectly with one of their
saddest and sweetest songs: “Damage.” They
pulled my heart gently from my chest, took it to
pieces, kissed them sweetly and sent them on
their way. I laughed, I sighed, I jumped up and
down and screamed. It’s all downhill from
here. Thank you.

Hip-hop remix album not worth the money
there was a line between streets and busi¬
ness// but now peep how it’s mixed in, the
beef is now sickenin’.” While another
memorable track from Nas, Large
Professor fails to provide the MC with a
memorable beat to the caliber of his work
on Illmatic.
The original beats of the album were all
head nodders, with excellent production
by the likes of DJ Premier and Large
Professor. The remixes, conversely, are
uninspired and bland, generic beats that
will remind the listener of a lot of the pro¬
ducers ubiquitous on radio and television.
While the two new tracks are worth a lis¬
ten, they do not justify the weaknesses
found earlier. If you do not own a copy of
Illmatic this album is a must-have, but
otherwise, like Nas’ other remix album,
From Illmatic to Stillmatic, the extras
found on this anniversary edition are not
enough to warrant a serious look from all
but the most die-hard of fans.

A shockingly good light ale

Take Your Taste buds to All Comers of
© the World ©

"See you in September"

Zafify’s International

Hotel Road Self Storage Plus

Kitchen
“All our meals are prepared with the freshest ingredients an
we thank you for the pleasure of serving you.” - Zahid

Wonderful variety of cuisine:
Came Asada Roll.$2.95
Omelette Especiale.$4.95
Swedish Pancake.$5.95
Chicken Roll.$4.95
Tandoori Chicken.$5.95
Chimichanga.$4.95
Subzi.$4.50
Boti Kebab Roll.$4.95
Chicken Kebab Roll.$4.95
Mixed Grill.$6.95
Chicken Curry..$4.95

Dine In or Take Out/ Drive Up Service Open
Monday-Closed
Tuesday-Wednesday: 7:00am - 3:00pm
Thursday-Friday: 7:00am - 8:00pm
Saturdav: 8:00am - 8:00mn

945 Center St., Auburn
(207) 783-8300

1891 Hotel Rd, Auhran, Maine
Specials:
5X5 foot locker for 3 months for only $75

or 10% off any unit!
Store your books and personal
belongtngsin a secured,
climate and
pest controlled building
and enjoy your summer vacation!
Call us today! 207-786-3500

people acknowledge the existence of others,
such as the nacho belly. So this weekend at the
bar, I took a Michelob Ultra vs. Aspen Extreme
challenge. There’s really not a big difference
between the two of them, although Aspen
Extreme had a bit more body and conceit. So
when I saw Shipyard’s Light Ale I thought I
had found a product that might open up some
new minds to the world of microbrews, espe¬
cially to people interested in light beer.
Presentation; Shipyard really breaks new
1 group with this label. The label shows a white
J monolithic lighthouse on a lilac label with pink
I trim. It looks good to me. This label displays
lsome beautiful Maine scenery. If a lighthouse
Jis good enough for Hopper, it’s good enough
Ifor me. The label reports the beer has 110 caloIries and 5 grams of carbohydrates. Since
Shipyard doesn’t report the nutrition facts of its
(other beers, clearly the light aspect of the beer
lis a selling point. The beer clocks in at 3.9%
1 alcohol, which seems a little bit on the weak
Iside, but Bud Light has 4.2% alcohol, so
|there’s not that large a difference.
Taste: Shipyard’s Light Ale tastes wonderJful. No, it’s not as full bodied as their Export
I Ale or their phenomenal Old Thumper. Still,
(Light Ale manages to squeeze some interesting
hop flavor into their ale. It’s refreshing and
[there's the slightest bitterness to the beer. It
I reminds me a little of Amstel Light, but of
I course, that’s a lager and this is ale. There’s
very little aftertaste to this beer, although you
|can taste the floral hops.
Overall, I’d recommend this beer to people
jin search of flavorful ale without the calories.
[I’d really enjoy this beer while doing manual
1 labor, where I might have to operate heavy
Iequipment. The beer reminds me of a little of
la light English pub ale. This is definitely one
(of the best light ales I’ve tasted.

tKljc Pates ibtubent

Question on the Quad

Tuesday, April 6, 2004

If you were President of Bates, what is
the first thing you would change?

“More vegetarian food.”

“A bar in every
dorm.”

“My underwear.”

“No shirts allowed.”

Christopher Petrella ’06

Izzy Ishizuka ’05

Rich Blalock ’05

Jamie White ’06
Mike Nelligan ’06

Reporting and photographs by Chet Clem, Chrissy Dove and Ryan Toussaint

Coming soon To Bates
The Harward Center for
Community Partnerships

783-2200
62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN

® The Center is designed to provide a focal point for
linking the academic mission of the College and
local, national, and International communities.

HOURS:
MON-THURS:
FRI-SAT
Sunday

4:30p.m. - 1:00a.m.
11:00a.m. - 2:00a.m.
11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.

ASK FOR A FREE DIPPING SAUCE WITH YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
GARLIC SAUCE • MARINARA • BLUE CHEESE OR RANCH DRESSING

1**

CinnaStix
iufFAto

SnlMb Sticks
*

WE ACCEPT

1 aCt

m

■§

$6"i$699|$699 $6

LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
1-TOPPING PIZZA, 1-TOPPING PIZZA j 1-TOPPING PIZZA 1-TOPPING PIZZA
■DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA | 'DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA | 'DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

■DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/04

Expires: 5/31/04

Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid
with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.

I
■
I
I

Expires: 5/31/04
Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid
with any other special
or coupon. Customer

Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid
with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.

® The Harward Center for Community Partnerships
celebrates community connections cultivated by
Don Harward, President of Bates from 1989-2002,
and Ann Harward.
© The Harward Center is seeking its first director.

99

Expires: 5/31/04 I

® The Center will cultivate community partnerships
that foster civic engagement, community
collaboration, service, and research.

Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid
with any other special
or coupon. Customer
pays all sales tax.

___i

Watch for candidates the
first two weeks of
Short Term!
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Diania Taurasi and the
UConn Huskies look for
fourth straight title
WOMEN

Continued from p. 14
One area where I actually think the women’s
game is better than the men’s is teamwork.
UConn, Tennessee, Duke, and many other
teams are excellent passing teams, and there are
many more baskets scored on assists in the
women’s game than the men’s. Watch any
UConn game over the past 8 years or so and you
will be watching some of the best quality bas¬
ketball you have seen during that time.
Following the Connecticut team also brings
some unexpected intrigue, much more so than
the men’s tournament this year. Coach Geno
Auriemma has said some outrageous things,
calling Tennessee the evil empire long before
the Yankees were ever known as that. In addi¬
tion, star player Diana Taurasi is, for lack of a
better word, a bad ass. She is extraordinarily
cocky, but always backs it up.
Before the regional final Penn State’s fans
taunted Taurasi during warm-ups.
Her
response? After a three-pointer during a Uconn
run Taurasi blew a kiss to the Penn State section,
and after the game she threw her Final Four hat
to the Penn State fans to rub it in. She is an ath¬
lete in every sense of the word, and has the
charisma to not only win games but to make it
entertaining.
This year’s women’s Final Four has a lot of
story lines worth talking about. The two domi¬
nant programs over the past 12 years or so have
been Connecticut (29-4) and Tennessee (30-3),
with UConn coming on strong over recent
years, having made it to five straight Final Fours
and winning the last two national champi¬
onships. Minnesota (25-8) and LSU (27-7) are
clearly underdogs this year, but all of the games
should be close, with the clash of the titans tak¬
ing place on Tuesday night when Tennessee
meets UConn. Janel McCarville of Minnesota
and Temeka Johnson of LSU will need to have
big games to change that.
The men’s NCAA tournament is still the best
sporting event in America, and I make no claim
that the women’s game will challenge the men’s
for popularity. The women’s game doesn’t have
as much depth right now, and there are still only
10 teams that realistically have a chance of win¬
ning the championship every year. However, I
do encourage that people give it a chance. They
may find that they actually enjoy it, and might
learn a thing or two about how to play the game.

Jessup nets 100th goal vs. Trinity
by SARAH SPRAGUE
STAFF WRITER
Senior Lori Jessup scored her
100th goal, assisted by class¬
mate Samara Khalique, at
53:26 during the women’s
lacrosse team’s home game
versus the Connecticut College
Camels on Saturday, Apr. 3. It
was Jessup’s second goal of the
game.
“I’ve loved the challenge of
shooting to score, [but] goals
often start with a big play on
defense or in the midfield,” said
Jessup. “It may have been the
100th goal, but lacrosse is a
team sport and goals don’t hap¬
pen individually; they happen
as a team.”
The Camels came out on top
14-11 in a nail-biter of a game.
The Bobcats started off the
game with the draw control and
an early goal by rookie Alison
Marshall. Conn College came
right back to tie the game at 1tinued to tradTgoalsthroughout -®r*ca

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Nason had two goals against Conn College and one against Colby last week

the rest of the game.
Each team utilized every tactic they had and
capitalized on the others’ mistakes. At one
point, Khalique checked the unsuspecting
Camel goalkeeper standing behind the goal,
gaining possession of the ball and leaving the
net empty. A ground ball ensued, and Bates got
possession and the goal.
Senior Becky Castle had two goals in the
first half, while junior Erica Nason added one,
and Jessup netted her first of the game. By
halftime the score was 8-5 in favor of
Connecticut and both teams were eager to take
the field again.
The second half consisted of frustrating offi¬
ciating and excellent goalkeeping, which kept
the game close and the spectators on the edge
of their seats.
Junior goalkeeper Liz
McNamara had seven saves in the half and 14
total.
Senior captain Lizzie Anson said, “Liz
McNamara played a great game in goal, and
Lori Jessup’s 100 goal mark was definitely a
highlight of the game and a huge accomplish¬
ment.”
First-year Liz Greenwood and Marshall
worked together to start off the second. First
came a goal from Greenwood, then a goal from

TRACK LOOKS TOWARD MIT
TRACK
Continued from p. 16
The Bobcats also had a strong 400-meter
race, with Ashley Wentworth taking first place,
reaching a Division III qualifying mark with a
time of 1:02.38. The sophomore was followed
by Kirsten Terry and Kathleen Nugent, who
placed third and fourth respectively, earning
NESCAC qualifying marks.
Several Bobcats placed in multiple events.
Sophomore Kirby Sabra won the long jump,
and came in second in the triple jump and the
100-meter hurdles. Her triple jump of 34-6.75
was a personal record and Division HI qualifi¬
er.
First-year Jen Caban, coming off an out-

standing rookie campaign in the indoor season,
also competed in three events, earning third
places in the long jump and the 400-meter hur¬
dles, and fourth place in the 100-meter hurdles.
Sophomore Ginny Yang also earned her
coach’s praises.
“Here’s a girl who never did track before this
year, and competed strongly in the [4 X 100-m]
relay, the 100-meters, and the 200-meters. She
really did a good job out there.”
In the end, Court was pleased with the entire
team’s effort.
The Bobcats next see action at MIT, where
they will take on local rivals Bowdoin and
Colby in addition to one of the strongest teams
in the conference, Tufts.
“There will be nothing easy about next
week’s meet because there will be a lot of very,
very
strong
teams
there,
including Tufts.
There could be a
few
national
qualifying per¬
formances
at
MIT. But we’ll
go out and be
competitive,”
said Court.
The
meet
begins at 2p.m.
on Saturday in
Cambridge,
Mass.

GRADUATE DEBT FREE!
Guaranteed chance to become
one of the newest and largest wave
of millionaires in history with
6 months to 5 years.
$20 US to join.
1-866-966-2333 or
http: //w w w .coy fs .com/2004.html

Marshall (assisted by Greenwood) and another
from Greenwood a few minutes later.
But the Bobcats had a hard time stopping the
Camel breakaways from midfield and that was
what made the difference at the end of regula¬
tion. Towards the end of the second half, those
breakaways allowed the Camels to score three
in a row, giving them the lead at 14-10. Nason
scored the last goal with 45 seconds remaining
to give Bates 11.
It was the women’s second loss to a
NESCAC opponent this week and their record
now stands at 4-6, 0-5 in conference. They also
lost their first game of last week 20-7 against
Colby College on Wed., Mar. 31.
Although many of the statistics of the game
were surprisingly equal for each team, it is
apparent that the Mules’ ability to capitalize on
each opportunity led to their win. While both
Bates and Colby had seven draw controls per
period, the Mules out-shot the Bobcats 23-13 in
the first half and then 18-13 in the second.
They were then able to covert those shots into
goals, scoring 10 in each half. They were also
able to use the 12 free positions to score seven
of those goals, an impressive percentage and
one that seriously hurt the Bobcats as they con¬
verted on none of their five opportunities.

Jessup led off the Bobcats with a goal assist¬
ed by Marshall a little over three minutes into
the game. The Mules then scored seven unan¬
swered goals. The women came back towards
the end of the half with two goals by Nason,
one each from rookies Kat Farmer and Katie
Unger. The half ended with the Bobcats down
10-5.
The second half was more Colby domi¬
nance, however, as they scored seven more
goals in a row. Bates went 15 minutes without
a goal until Carrie Smith scored unassisted.
Another 14 minutes went by until Bates scored
again, this time by Castle. In between these
Bates goals, Colby answered back with three
goals. McNamara had 11 saves.
After playing five home games in a row, the
women hit the road for four away games, the
first of which will be against Gordon on
Monday, Apr. 5. Although not a NESCAC
opponent, a win versus Gordon would set the
women up nicely for their next three confer¬
ence games.
“We’re looking forward to facing Trinity and
Tufts in some big NESCAC games coming up
- we’re hoping to play our game and maintain
the intensity,” said Anson.

Regaining their focus
LAX
Continued from p. 16
Bobcats suffered a 9-6 loss to Williams in
Williamstown, Mass. Bates had a 3-2 lead at
the half but was outscored 3-0 in the third
and 4-2 in the fourth quarter. Matt Barhight
paced Williams with three goals and two
assists, while Eric Gottenburg had two goals
for Williams.
“Basically,
these last couple
of games we
have
gotten
away from what
makes
us
successful,”
said junior Peter
Friedman. “We
beat
teams
because
we
work
harder
than them, beat
them to groundballs, and beat
them physically. Once we remember that, we
will get back on track and continue our win¬
ning ways.”
Friedman was the high man once again for
Bates, netting three goals and an assist in the
loss. Chris Eckhoff and Erisman added goals
for the Bobcats, while Kazarian made nine
saves.
“Williams is a team that we should have

beaten,” said Erisman. “They scored some
transition goals and we didn’t finish our
chances. We just lacked a spark to get on a
roll in that game, and couldn’t seem to put it
together.”
The Bobcat’s next game will be against
Colby in Waterville on Wednesday, where
they hope to rebound from a string of tough
losses and pull out a victory. The team feels
that they are underachieving so far, and
knows they can
do much better.
“We are close
to being very
good,”
said
Bates
coach
Peter Lasagna.
His
players
agree, and many
have called this
team the best
they have played
on in their Bates
careers.
“We are hop¬
ing that having
these few losses early will give us a sense of
urgency
for
the
remainder of the season,” said Erisman. “We
have a few must-win games coming up
against Colby and Connecticut College this
week, and we need to focus on what’s
ahead.”

“These last couple of games we
have gotten away from what
makes us successful. We beat
teams because we work harder,
we beat them to ground balls,
and we beat them physically ”
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Women’s basketball?
Get Real.

Senior Spotlight
Jordan Upton and Jeff Davis

Gary Dzen
Sports Columnist

-

Planning what to write about in my column
usually involves watching a lot of sports on TV
and writing about the best thing I see. This
weekend there was no shortage of topics.
Fourteen-year-old soccer phenom Freddy
Adu made his professional debut for DC
United on Saturday, and Serena Williams com¬
pleted a successful comeback by winning her
first tournament back from injury (and acting).
In addition, baseball’s real opening day took
place on Sunday (not that Tampa Bay playing
the Yankees in Japan didn’t completely capture
my full interest), and opening day is clearly the
best day of the season for a Red Sox fan like
myself. Finally, the men’s and women’s Final
Fours took place, and while the championship
games were not completed by my deadline,
there was still plenty of basketball to talk
about.
So my dilemma was trying to choose from
all of those topics, and I decided to go for a run
to sort it all out. As I ran around the rainsoaked track on Sunday morning trying to
decide, I was tom between two topics;'so tom
that I ran five miles before I was satisfied with
what I came up with. Now, I have never run
five miles in my life, so one of two things must
have happened: either I came up with a bril¬
liant answer, or I passed out trying to pass one
of the senior citizens power-walking in lane
one.
It turns out it was a little of both. The first
topic on my mind was obvious: my beloved
Connecticut Huskies had just beaten Duke on
Saturday night and I was ecstatic. I endured
bandwagon Duke fans’ constant taunts
throughout the game, and would have liked
nothing more than to write about how obnox¬
ious Duke was and how happy I was that they
lost. I would talk all about how picking Duke
to win in March is like picking the Yankees to
win after game one of the World Series, and no
matter how much people wanted to, 1 didn’t
want anyone jumping on the Connecticut band¬
wagon right now. We’ve done just fine without
you, thanks.
However, my superstitions got the best of
me (I’m wearing my lucky UConn shirt right
now), and seeing that the championship game
against Georgia Tech would occur after this
article, I didn’t want to jinx my team.
So I decided to write about the women’s bas¬
ketball Final Four. Now before you put the
paper down, just hear me out. I’ve heard the
macho comments about how girls can’t play
nearly as well as guys and that it’s incredibly
boring to watch. I agree on some level that
from top to bottom the women’s NCAA is not
as fun to watch and that the players in the
men’s game can do more. However, I also
think that the women’s game can be incredibly
entertaining, especially the Final Four, and
deserves more attention than it gets.
The classic argument I hear is that women
can’t dunk, and so it’s boring. Well, just last
week Candace Parker, a high school senior,
won the high school slam dunk contest com¬
peting against the best male high school play¬
ers in the nation. While her dunks may not
have actually been the best, they were impres¬
sive, and prove that women are closing the gap
athletically to men.
Another argument I hear from guys on cam¬
pus is that, “I could beat these girls so easily.”
Clearly these guys have never actually watched
women’s college basketball. The example I
take is Diana Taurasi, UConn’s All-American.
She is a 6-2 point guard who can hit threes
from well beyond NBA range and is incredibly
creative around the basket. In addition, she is
the best passer in the college game, male or
female. I encourage every guy on campus to
actually watch this girl play, and I think their
opinion would be radically altered.
See WOMEN, p.13

Adam Soule/The Bates Student

Upton (L) and Davis are looking to make the nationals list again this spring.

Captains9paths cross once again
by ADAM SOULE
STAFF WRITER
As kids, Jordan Upton and Jeff Davis
lived but minutes from each other in the
small town of Saxtons River, Vermont.
Although Jordan’s father and Jeff’s moth¬
er both worked at the same school in the
town, Vermont Academy, Jordan and Jeff
did not meet each other until attending
Bates College. Jordan moved to a suburb
outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
while he was still young, while Jeff
remained in Vermont, later attending the
academy where both of their parents
worked.
These days they are good friends and
both are team captains on the Bates men’s
track and field team. Not only are the
seniors the representing captains of the
team throwing squad, they are part of one
of the most dominant group of throwers
this school has ever had, possibly the best
group of throwers in the country. During
this past indoor track and field season,
Jordan and Jeff (“ T-Bone”) were two of
the four throwers on the Bates team to
post national championship qualifying
marks in the 35-lb. weight throw.
Although their marks were just short of
the required length to make it to the
national meet, they both admit that mak¬
ing the national’s list was one of their
most memorable athletic achievements.
“I’d have to say that qualifying provi¬
sionally for nationals in the weight was
my most memorable moment so far in

track and field”, said Upton. “That and
any time we win states.” T-Bone agrees
with Jordan, adding, “all the times that
the team receives ‘meal money’” as his
other memorable moments. Jordan quick¬
ly adds with a smile that he also enjoys,
the track girl wedgies. They would both
like to add to this list of memorable
moments by qualifying and reaching the
outdoor national championship meet this
spring.
Jordan spent most of his life before
Bates
living
in
West
Chester,
Pennsylvania, where he attended the near¬
by Westtown School. At the boarding
school, he participated in track and field
for all four years but felt “very lonely
before attending Bates.”
Jeff grew up in Saxtons River, Vermont,
a town of only 500 people. When asked
to describe the town, T-Bone confesses
that his town is one that “promotes a lot
of inbreeding...I mean regular breeding.”
At Vermont Academy, T-Bone participat¬
ed in a sport during all of the 12 seasons
he was there. His first season of track and
field came in the spring of his senior year.
Jordan and T-Bone both participate in a
number of other activities outside of the
track team. Jordan, a math major, says
that his favorite extra-curricular activity
is his weekly Simpon’s Trivia Night
where he enjoys showing off his broad
knowledge of the popular television
show. He is also famous for his digital
video work, by which he has created sev¬
eral highlight videos for the men’s track

team. In these videos he utilizes his edit¬
ing expertise as well as adding some
humor to the track highlights. For all that
have seen them they are both inspiring
and humorous.
Jeff is a bio-chem major and is also part
of the Student Athletes for Healthy
Choices group. The organization pro¬
motes a healthy lifestyle for all students at
Bates, athletes and non-athletes alike.
The program focuses on educating firstyear students about substance abuse and
destructive behavior. They also head the
popular first-year intramural sports
leagues. Jeff sees working in this organi¬
zation as a rewarding experience and
likes the positive effects the group has
had on the college community.
When asked to describe themselves in a
few words, both Jordan and T-Bone have
no problems with being brutally honest.
Jeff admits to be being “hard-working,
loyal, big-boned, devilishly handsome,
having the body of a Roman God and the
wit of a used car salesman.” Jordan
describes himself as efficiency focused.
He says that, “some people call me lazy,
but I prefer efficiency focused.”
Both Jordan and Jeff have a strange, but
amazingly funny sense of humor that
makes anyone that talks with them sure to
have a few laughs. And this outdoor sea¬
son they hope to be laughing all the way
to outdoor nationals as members of one of
the most talented group of throwers this
school has ever seen. I think we’d all
enjoy that.

SOFTBALL FALLS IN OPENING NESCAC WEEKEND
by KRISTEN TRUNCELLITO

STAFF WRITER
This past Saturday, the softball team traveled
to Hartford for a doubleheader against fellow
New England Small College Athletic
Conference team, Trinity College. Despite a
strong defensive effort and some solid batting
performances, the female bobcats lost 12-5 in
the first match-up and 4-0 in the second.
Junior pitcher Sarah Klenakis pitched the
first game for Bates and successfully held the
Bantams at four runs until they broke through
with a bases clearing double in the fifth inning.
According to senior captain Sarah Levine,
‘Trinity had some good hitters, but our defense

performed consistently and our outfielders did
a great job adjusting to the water-logged field
and rainy conditions.”
This includes a notable performance from
junior right fielder Dayna Krakower.
Bantam pitcher Victoria Moshier challenged
the Bobcats and played hard from the mound,
allowing eight hits and one earned run. On
offense, Senior captain - and last week’s
Bobcat of the Week- Cami Dyson led Bates in
hits with a pair of doubles in the first game and
two impressive hits in the second game - a sixhit shutout pitched by Bantam Sara Dougherty;
Levine contributed two doubles as well.
In the second game, first-year pitcher Kristin
Masino had a great day by only allowing the

Bantams six hits and two earned runs; this kept
the score low with one RBI single in the third,
one RBI in the fourth, and two runs scored in
the second. When asked about the upset, senior
captain Amanda Beck said, “We got off to a
slow start, but we really rallied together as a
team in the fourth inning.”
This doubleheader at Trinity gives the Bates
softball team a current record of 4-7, Trinity
being their only league games as of yet. After
a week of rainy conditions, two cancelled
games against Plymouth State, two postponed
games against Wesleyan and a doubleheader at
Trinity, the Bates softball team is more than
ready to face Tufts on bobcat territory this com¬
ing Saturday at 1 p.m.
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A guide for college admissions
by DUSTIN JANSEN
STAFF WRITER
Let’s all take a moment to thank former Notre
Dame Heisman Trophy winner Paul Homung
for deciding to expound, profess, and enlighten
us all on the nature of college admissions. He
did us all a real service with the comments he
made on a Detroit radio show. In case you
missed it, Homung said his alma mater needed
to lower admission standards to get the “black
athlete.”
So let us all thank him for speaking out. You
see, Homung serves as a prime example of how
a top-tier academic institution with high stan¬
dards can still produce some of the most igno¬
rant and backward-thinking individuals of our
time.
What Homung,, who ironically broadcast
Notre Dame football games on the radio,, did¬
n’t seem to realize was that he was talking
about a team that is comprised of mostly black
players, 55 percent to be exact. Not to mention
that Notre Dame football is headed by the first
black head coach in the school’s history, and
one of only four black head coaches in Division
I-A college football last season. Homung was
just factually wrong.
Beyond that, Homung doesn’t seem to real¬
ize the underlying assumptions implied in his
comments. He’s assuming first of all, that black
athletes are the key to Notre Dame’s either
winning or losing games. With all the work,
preparation, training, game planning, and skill
development that goes into creating a power¬
house program Homung is able to condense all
winning and losing into one key: the “black ath¬
lete.” If this were the case than I don’t know
how there are any white guys playing in
Division I. I really don’t. According to the
Homung Theory of Football the white dudes
should all be playing in Divisions II and HI.
The Homung Theory also doesn’t tell me how
Tom Osborne managed to win all those games
(including National Championships in 1994
and 1995 as well as a share in 1997) behind
what was mostly a bunch of big white farm
boys straight out of the com fields. It’s simply
not possible because Homung has told us that
black athletes are the way you win. You gotta
stock-pile them.
Another problem with Homung’s way of
thinking is that he said black players need lower
standards to get into institutions like Notre
Dame. As though to get a black athlete we need
to make the bar a little lower, but a white athlete
doesn’t need that help. Let’s be precise. He did¬
n’t say standards need to be changed to get the
best athletes. He said the “black athlete.”
Well, correct me if I’m wrong, but I believe
that some of the best athletes in college football
are, in fact, white. Eric Crouch won a Heisman
Trophy and may have been the best option
quarterback ever in the history of that program,
which included players like Tommy Frazier at
that position. USC’s Carson Palmer won the
Heisman two years ago. Jeremy Shockey
helped Miami to a National Championship.
Brock Berlin was the most highly-touted quar¬
terback in the nation when he came out of high
school. The list goes on and on, but all of these
guys could have gotten into Notre Dame.
Damn, they could have gotten into Harvard or
Yale; they don’t need lower standards. Those
are only for getting black athletes into school.
Isn’t that right, Mr. Homung?
Furthermore, Homung might find it informa¬
tive to know that at nationally-renown institu¬
tions like those of the NESCAC there are
advantages given to get the “white athlete” into
school and on the football field. Former
Williams College head football coach Dick
Farley was quoted in a story in the Portland
Press Herald on Sept. 26, saying,, “We do
admit certain kids that otherwise would not get
in if they didn’t play football.” In the article, the
reporter, Jerry Lauzon, goes on to point out that
Williams, Wesleyan, and Amherst entered into
a pact that allows them 14 slots each year for
student football players who would not be let in
by regular standards. Each of those three
schools traditionally field football teams that
are as white as a country music video.
Now, I’m not calling Homung racist because
I don’t know if he is or not. What I’m saying is
that the man is mistaken in his entire way of
thinking. I know he has apologized, but come
on now. All day television, radio, and newspa¬
pers rip into the comments he made and then all
of a sudden the next day he’s sorry. That does¬
n’t tell me he’s sorry. That tells me he watched
television, read the paper, or listened to talk
radio, and heard all these people coming down
on him. So he apologized. The fact is he made
almost the exact same comments to a television
station in an interview some time ago.
He’s not the only one out there thinking that
way though. There are people who share his
flawed reasoning and something needs to be
done about it. Something needs to be done so
that the Homungs don’t control our perception
of college athletics and the way we view stu¬
dent-athletes. These underlying myths in
Homung’s comments need to be dispelled or
there will be a nation of Paul Homung Theorists
out there. Worst of all, they’ll be in prominent
positions and we just won’t it know because
they won’t be as overt as Homung.

Baseball shut down by Trinity
by DUSTIN JANSEN
STAFF WRITER
The baseball team started the week off with a
great come-from-behind 10-6 win against the
University of Maine Farmington on Tuesday,
Mar. 30. Unfortunately, the high run produc¬
tion Bates has posted in their previous three
home games, totaling 28, was left behind in
Lewiston, when the team traveled down to visit
conference rival Trinity, losing 13-0 in game
one, and 9-0 in game two.
Against University of Maine Farmington,
Bates fell 4-0 by the top of the third inning in a
nine-inning game. Senior Drew McKenna had
a big day at the plate, going 4-4 and starting
things off in the bottom of the third with a sin¬
gle. He scored later in the same inning on a
UMF error. Senior Nate Maxwell topped the
inning with a two-run triple, cutting the lead to
one.
The UMF Beavers responded quickly to the
Bates offensive attack with a two-run inning in
the top of the fourth, extending their lead 6-3.
It would be all the action the UMF offense
would see for the rest of the day, as a solid
offensive and defensive effort sealed the deal
for the Bobcats.
Bates rallied, again leaving UMF dumfounded as to what had happened to their three-run
lead. Not wasting a moment, Bates answered
right back in the bottom of the fourth as sopho¬
more Adam Worral got things going with an
infield single. McKenna sent Worral on to third
with a timely hit and mn play, and, after a
walked batter, Worral scored on a hit batsman,
making the score 6-4.
The rally didn’t finish there. With bases
loaded, a costly UMF error allowed all three
base runners to score, giving Bates a 7-6 lead.
Rookie pitcher Griffin Finan added a second
win to his name (2-0), pitching five innings,
giving up three earned runs off of six hits, and
striking out four. In relief was senior Shawn
Kingman, who allowed only three hits and no
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O’Neill led the offense with a two-run double on Sunday.
walks in four innings of work.
“Drew McKenna had a career day at the
plate, going 4-4 and Shawn Kingman came in
and shut the door in the last 4 innings,” said
coach Craig Vandersea. “I was happy how we
came back from being down 4-0. We played
solid baseball the last four innings on the
game.”
Heading into Connecticut on a three-game
win streak, Bates was looking to make a state¬
ment in the NESCAC against 14th-ranked
Trinity. Instead, the Bobcat bats were tamed by
the Bantams.
Averaging about nine runs in each of their
last three games, the Bobcats were shut-out in
both contests on Saturday. The Bates offense
managed just seven combined hits in the two
games with senior Matt Peterson tallying three
of them The Bantams offense however was in
full swing by scoring 13 runs in the first game
and 9 in second.
Junior pitcher John Ribas did all he could to

control the Bantam offense in the second game
holding them to two runs over the first five
innings before giving way to the bullpen.
The Bobcats arrived at the ballpark the fol¬
lowing day looking to avenge the previous
day’s games. They started out hot getting four
runs in the third on a 2-run double from senior
John O’Neill and a 2 run single by McKenna.
Trinity answered back with a single run in the
third and the fifth before Rob Maguire extend¬
ed the Bates lead to 5-2 in the seventh with an
RBI single. Trinity came back with three runs
in the seventh to tie the game. No one else
would score until Trinity’s game winning sacri¬
fice bunt in the bottom of the ninth.
Seniors Maxwell, McKenna, and O’Neill led
the Bates offense. Maxwell and McKenna each
had three hits and O’Neill and McKenna both
drove in a pair of runs.
The Bates record now stands at 5-6 and 0-3
in the NESCAC.

Strong showing for novice rowers
by MIKE GREENWAY
STAFF WRITER
On Sunday, the men’s and women’s rowing
teams traveled to Worcester, Mass, to compete
at Worcester Polytechnical Institute. The
women’s program had three teams compete
while the men had two teams compete. The
first meet of the year can always be a little
tough, especially when a team is limited to
how much time they are able to spend on the
river practicing.
Coach Carter explained, “As normal, we go
in a little hamstrung since we have spent quite
a bit less of time on the boats as compared to
our opponents.”
The women’s first varsity took on Vassar,
Wellesley, and the home team, WPI.
WPI used the home venue to their advantage
as they picked up the victory. Vassar came in
second, with Bates in third and Wellesley last.
“It was a case of first-race jitters,” said
Carter. “They seemed a little nervous and a lit¬

tle jumpy. I believe they will be much more
competitive in the weeks to come.”
Competing against the same schools as the
women’s first varsity, the women’s second var¬
sity came away victorious with a very impres¬
sive showing. Wellesley followed Bates across
the finish line taking second, while WPI placed
third and Vassar took fourth. The second var¬
sity’s time was actually a bit faster than the
first team, showing the depth Coach Carter has
to work with.
The novice squad followed up the second
varsity in convincing fashion as well by win¬
ning their race handily. Not even a faulty oar
towards the end of the race (leaving a rower
unable to row) could stop Bates from defeating
Vassar and two teams Wellesley had in the
race.
“They had complete control of each race,
which was very encouraging for the remainder
of the season,” said Carter.
It was especially encouraging since the sec¬
ond team consists of a few walk-on novices

who are competing for the first time.
The men competed against the same
schools, with the exception of the University
of Rhode Island, who competed instead of
Wellesley. In the first varsity boat, Bates was
able to pick it up as the race went on to move
from fourth to second, finishing just behind
Rhode Island.
Carter felt that the effort was “a very patient
and mature race on their part. They remained
really relaxed and calm even though they fell
behind early.”
Their performance caught the eye of many
of the spectators, including WPI’s coach, who
was very impressed and concerned about hav¬
ing to face Bates again later on this season.
The second men’s varsity faced stiff compe¬
tition, placing fourth behind Rhode Island and
two teams from WPI.
Next weekend, the teams head to Mass, to
compete against Tufts, the University of New
Hampshire, Washington College, and
Wellesley.

Men’s tennis takes two of three
by LYNN WORTHY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
The men’s tennis team collected two victo¬
ries in three matches this past week. The 15thranked Bobcats improved their record 4-8 with
wins coming courtesy of the University of
Rochester, and Brandeis while the sole loss
came at the hands of Bowdoin on the road.
Wednesday the Bobcats fell to in-state rival
Bowdoin out in Brunswick, 5-2. Sophomore
Will Boe-Wieggard, ranked 13th in the nation
entering this past week’s play, led the way for
Bates, winning at the number one singles posi¬
tion against Bowdoin’s McAfee Burke. Rookie
Greg Little gave the Bobcats another win in the
sixth singles position, defeating John Posey in
straight sets, 6-1, and 7-5.
Junior Blake Wayman and sophomore
Tristan Beach teamed to defeat the number two
doubles squad from Bowdoin, 8-6.

Patrick Keneally and John Carolan won a
singles match apiece as well as a doubles
match for the Polar Bears.
Saturday the Bobcats hosted the nation’s
23rf- ranked squad, the University of
Rochester. Bates took the match 5-2 with a
solid all-around performance.
Boe-Wieggard won his match in the first
singles position in straight sets, 7-5 and 6-4.
Wayman also knocked off 40th-ranked Partha
Bhattacharya in the third singles position
before partnering with Beach to bring home a
victory in the second doubles slot. Sam Duvall
and Boe-Weiggard took the match in the first
doubles position, 8-5.
In singles action, Bates also got wins from
Michael Hoverman (fifth position) and firstyear Greg Little (sixth position).
Sunday afternoon the Bobcats wrapped up
their weekend by overpowering Brandeis 7-0.
Both Duvall and Boe-Wieggard were unstop¬

pable for the Bobcats. Boe-Wieggard (first
position) and Duvall (second position) each
registered straight set victories in singles play
before dropping the number one doubles team
from Brandeis 8-2.
Wayman held down the number three sin¬
gles position winning 6-4, 6-2, over Cliff
Silverman, while Tristan Beach came out on
top after dropping the first set to Jordan Bieber
in the fourth spot. Hoverman took home a 6-3,
6-2, win at number five and Greg Little was
awarded the default victory in the sixth singles
position.
Beach and Wayman hauled in the win in the
second doubles spot and Bob Weller and
Hoverman completed the clean sweep in the
third doubles match, 8-6.
The squad will now turn their attention
toward Colby on Tuesday at Wallach Tennis
Center before a long stretch without a match
during final exams and April break.

Senior Spotlight
Jordan Upton & Jeff Davis
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Colony fast and furious in spring opener
Sophomore sensation sets national season best in 100m, hits NCAA provisional mark in two events
by AMY WEBB
SPORTS EDITOR
Saturday wasn’t about Vin Diesel, undercov¬
er cops, or the streets of L.A., but it did involve
racing - on an outdoor track that is. Standout
sprinter Joel Colony torched the clocks with his
fast and furious win in the 100m and national
qualifying second place finish in the 200m.
Colony’s efforts and a collection of Bobcat
names in the winner’s circle propelled Bates to
a second place team finish in their opening
meet of the season at Springfield College. The
host team captured the quad meet with 216
points, with Bates 10 points back, Tufts (184)
and USM (68).
Colony produced the fastest Division III time
in the nation at 10.68 in the 100m. This mark
qualifies the sophomore through every post¬
season meet, including a place at the top of the
provisional qualifying list for NCAAs.
Colony’s time was just .03 off the school record
and . 15 back from the national automatic mark.
“The shining story of this meet was Joel,
Joel, Joel,” said assistant coach Hob Brooks.
“He was incredible - he really blew us away.”
In the 200m, Colony tacked on further suc¬
cess with a 21.50 finish, just .01 behind winner
Pawel Jaroszewicz of Springfield. Bates
picked up additional points in the event behind
Mitch Kruass (fourth, 22.40), Joe Northrup
(fifth, 22.50), and Matt Capone (sixth. 22.70).
Earlier, Capone and Krauss notched solid per¬
formances in the 100m behind Colony’s win,
finishing in 11.28 and 11.32 respectively.
“Joel’s performance will almost certainly
earn him a trip to nationals in the open 100m,”
said Brooks. “He also ran the 200 extremely
fast, but unfortunately they had a camera fail¬
ure, so we are operating on hand times. He was
about .01 off of Jaroszewicz, who is a two-time

indoor All-American and one of the
country’s premier sprinters.”
Joel Anderson and Mike Downing
opened their spring seasons with a pair
of wins in the mid and long distances,
Anderson captured the 1,500m with a
4:02.54 effort, while Downing was first
in the 5.000m in 15:25.44.
“The distance guys were very effec¬
tive in what they got done,” said coach
A1 Fereshetian. “Anderson’s win in the
1,500m over Nate Brigham of Tufts was
a definite highlight. Downing’s win
was also a great start to the season and
marked a lifetime best by 10 seconds.”
Adam Macbeth built upon his strong
indoor season with a win in the 400m
hurdles. His 55.63 effort was more than
two seconds ahead of the nearest com¬
petitor. Adam Soule and Matt Consigli
finished in 1:00.30 and 1:00.84 for sixth
and seventh in the event. In the 110m
hurdles, Soule finished in 17.03 while
Northrup picked up valuable secondplace points with his 16.39 effort.
“Adam’s win in the 400m hurdles
was impressive and ranks as the second
Photo courtesy of College Relations
fastest time in Bates history,” said
Joel
Colony
(R)
is
the
fastest
man
in
the
nation
for
Division
III after tearing up the
Fereshetian. “The school record and
track
with
a
10.68
performance
in
the
100m
last
weekend.
the national standard are definitely
within reach.”
In typical fashion, the infield put a Bates jump, 0-11.00) both had personal bests and at this early stage in the season is very encour¬
stamp on the opening of the spring season, as added additional strength in some areas aging.”
Bates will compete at home for the next two
Dustin Gauthier went second in the shot put, (javelin, triple-jump) that the team really need¬
third in the discus, and seventh in the hammer ed,” said Fershetian. “The throwers were also weeks, beginning with the Bates Invitational on
throw. Teammate Scott Cooper won the ham¬ solid, but I expect that we will see a lot of Saturday. On Apr. 17, Bates plays host to the
mer throw with a 166-10.00 toss. Senior cap¬ improvement there in the weeks to come as we State of Maine Championships, where they will
attempt to capture the elusive triple crown. The
tain Matt Ondra started the outdoor season with continue to transition to the outdoor circles.”
men
won the cross country and indoor track
“This
meet
was
a
great
start
to
the
season,”
a win in the pole vault, clearing 14-05.50.
state
championships earlier this year to set
said
Fereshetian.
“Tufts
and
Springfield
are
“Ashley Ellison (first, javelin, 158-08.00)
and newcomer Elliot Linsley (second, triple- two of the top four teams in New England this themselves up for a potential sweep.
year, so to match up so well with both of them

GOOSEY, WANLESS HIT NCAA MARKS
by SCOTT PRIEST
STAFF WRITER
The women’s track team kicked off the out¬
door track season on Saturday as they traveled
to Waterviile for a dual meet with Colby. The
Bobcats were defeated by the host White Mules
175-148.
“We had a very competitive meet despite

missing a few players due to injury,” noted
coach Carolyn Court. The Bobcats she men¬
tioned were seniors Julie Dutton, Beth
Pagnotta, and Sarah Tressel, all of whom suf¬
fered -from either injury or illness and were
therefore unable to compete.
Sophomore Kelley Godsey shined in three
events, winning the hammer throw and discus
while taking second in the shot put. Godsey
broke two school records, including her own in

Kelley Godsey fell a few feet short of the national record in the hammer
throw on Saturday. The two-time All-American has her eyes on gold.

the hammer throw with a mark of 182-03.0.
She broke teammate Tiffany Tropino’s record
in the discus with a mark of 128-07.0. Tropino,
who joined the team in the spring after nursing
injuries in the winter, finished second, ten feet
behind Godsey.
“Kelley had a great meet, and is just a few
feet short of the national record in the ham¬
mer,” said Court.
Fresh off an indoor national title in the shot
put in Wisconsin last month, senior Liz
Wanless dominated the field in the event at
Colby with a mark of 50-02.5. The effort broke
her own school record. She is currently ranked
number one in the nation in the event.
Court noted the success of the long distance
runners in addition to the weight throwers.
“We had a few outstanding events, including
the 5000-meter race.”
In the 5000, first-year Ann Lovely set a per¬
sonal best with a time of 18:52.17. Her firstplace finish is a Division III qualifying mark.
Following Lovely were Katherine Creswell,
Katie McElroy, and Elizabeth Scannell, in sec¬
ond, third, and sixth, respectively.
• All four women reached NESCAC quali¬
fiers. Scannell set a personal record and was
voted the meet’s “outstanding competitor” as a
runner by her teammates. Earning the title in
the field was Theresa Conk, who reached a per¬
sonal best in the pole vault.
“The pole vault was another good event,”
said Court, “Julie [Shelky] and Aimee
[Grimmelmann], as well as Theresa, put in
great efforts.”
Shelky finished first with a vault of 8-06
while Grimmelmann took home fourth with a
personal best, followed by Meghan O’Dowd
and Conk in fifth and sixth, respectively.
See TRACK, p.13

Pair of single
goal losses for
men’s lax
by GARY DZEN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The men’s lacrosse team lost games to
NESCAC rivals Amherst and Williams this
week, dropping their record to 2-4 overall, 13 in NESCAC. The team has lost three in a
row, two of those losses coming against
ranked teams by one goal.
On Wednesday, Bates lost a heartbreaker
to 19th-ranked Amherst 7-6, their second
loss in a row by one goal. The Bobcats lost
to 18th-ranked Springfield College 11-10
last week. The loss dropped Bates to 2-3 on
the season, and 1-2 in NESCAC. Amherst
jumped to 4-1, 2-0 in conference with the
win.

The Bobcats held a 6-5 lead heading into the
fourth quarter but could not maintain
it, as Derek Cherney and Andrew Syfu
scored for Amherst in the fourth quarter
to give them the victory. Syfu s.cored the
game winner with 10:01 to play on an assist
from Cherney. Cherney had five goals and
an assist in the game. Kevin Boova also
added a goal and one assist for Amherst.
Senior Brad Frost scored two goals for
Bates, while sophomore Paul Kazarian made
twelve saves for the Bobcats in the loss. Wes
Couture, Dan Ross, and Matt Erisman all had
goals for Bates.
In their second game of the week, the
See LAX, p.13

